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In Our 94th Year

Cold Weather Conditions Cause A
Temporary Knockout To Northeast
By SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer
Sleet, snow and freezing rain
delivered a temporary knockout
blow to much of the Northeast,
spreading havoc that left many
shivering early today.
The storm, the first of the
winter season to blanket the region, crusted much of the
northern
Atlantic Coast,
blacked out hundreds of thousands of homes, snarled traffic,
caused at least eight deaths
and contributed to a jumbo jetliner accident in Boston.
As if that weren't enough, a
spokesman for the National
Weather Service, blaming a
low-pressure system off the
middle Atlantic Coast, predicted colder weather today,
with snow flurries in some regions and a hard freeze as far
south as northern Florida.
The storm, which began Sunday and continued through
Monday, extended as far south
as northern Georgia, where
light snow was reported. But
the brunt of it fell on the northern section of the East Coast.
Ice brought down power lines
throughout the region, hitting
Connecticut the hardest. An estimated 850 electrical workers

Fall Semester At
MSU Ends Wednesday
Murray State University's
fall semester officially ends
Wednesday, Dec 19, with the
completion of the final
examination schedule.
Registration for the 1974
spring term will begin Saturday, Jan. 5, at 8:15 a.m. when
graduate students and students
enrolling
for evening and
Saturday classes will register.
The regular registration will be
held Jan. 7-8.
During
the
regular
registration, seniors will
register from 8 a.m. to noon and
juniors from noon to 4 p.m. on
Monday, Jan. 7, while
sophomores will register from 8
a.m, to noon and freshmen from
noon to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan.
8.
Classes for the spring
semester will begin meeting
Wednesday, Jan. 9.
•

Murray High NFL
S
Lexington Meet
tudents Attend

Members of the Murray High
School NFL competed in the
Henry
Clay
Invitational
Tournament at Lexington. They
were competing with students
from forty other high schools.
Winning
second
place
trophies were Jana Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, in Dramatic
Interpretation, and Becky
Sams,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William
Sams, in
Extemporaneous Speaking.
Martha McKinney and Lezlee
Bartholomy also reached the
final round in their events.
Many students received
superior ratings. They were
Karen Jones, Ann Tutt, Johnny
Cannon, Doug Spencer and
Sheila Watson. Gaining excellent ratings were Stan
Hainsworth, Donnie Rogers,
Barbara Kemper, Nancy Fitch,
Laurie Beatty, Kathy Coleman,
Jane Suffill, Jeff Dunn and
Tarpley Jones.
Accompanying these students
to Lexington were Miss
Deborah Mabry, coach, Mrs.
John McKinney, and Mrs.
Donald Jones.
The Club has plans to sponsor
their own tournament in late
January.

WEATHER
FORECAST
Cloudy and cold through
Wednesday. Occasional rain
prkssibly mixed with snow beginning tonight and probably
changing to rain Wednesday.
!Ints-.10.!4.d. armed IA Riche
Wednesday around 40.
Cold through the period, with
a thence of rain or snow Thursdayf and again Saturday. Lows
mostly in 20s and highs in the
30s.

had to be called in from other
states to help restore power to
a quarter of a million blackedout homes in the state, most of
them in the bedroom suburbs
just north of New York City.
Though many downed lines
were repaired during the day,
thousands of homes were reported still without electricity
early today. Some in Connecticut would not have their
power restored until Wednesday, officials said.
Meanwhile, another storm
was taking shape in the Plains
and Rockies, spreading snow as
far east as Wisconsin and sleet
into southern Nebraska.
Earlier, a Great Lakes storm
had dumped snow on Chicago,
snarling rush hour traffic there
Monday, and leaving the northern suburb of Lindenhurst
fighting a 28-inch accumulation
and drifts of up to four feet.
Connecticut Gov. Thomas J.
Meskill activated a National
Guard engineer battalion and
told it to have its 620 men at
work early today clearing fallen trees and other debris. Two
other guard units with a total
of 5,000 men stood by.
___ _
Six inches of snow delayed
the nation's business as congressmen struggled into Washington, D.C. It took the Senate
40 minutes to produce a quorurn.

The openings of the New
York and American stock exchanges were delayed one hour
Monday as snow, sleet and
freezing rain clogged the routes
to the Wall Street area.
At Boston's Logan International Airport, 16 persons
were injured when an Iberia
Airlines DC10 made a bouncy
landing in fog and rain and
skidded off the runway.
The storm left five dead in
New York State, including two
who died while trying to clear
paths through snow.
A teen-age brother and sister
were electrocuted when they
touched a wire mesh fence over
which a power line had fallen,
and a motorist died when he
stepped from his car onto a
downed power line.
Two persons died on New
England highways, and a Connecticut man was killed by a
falling tree branch.

Tappan Plant Here
Closed For Annual
Yearly Shut Down
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Harry Fenton III
Is Killed In
Cycle Crash

IP"

Harry Joseph Fenton III, son the fatal accident occurred. He
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fenton of was driving a Honda 350
315 South 13th Street, Murray, motorcycle, according to the
died this morning at 1:40 a.m. Knoxville police.
after suffering injuries in a
Officials at the Knoxville
motorcycle-trtiek accident at police station said the truckKnoxville, Term.
motorcycle accident occurred
Fenton, age
18,
was on Interstate 40 West Bound at
HOUSE FIRE—The bow. at Joe E. Seavers, Route One, was destroyed by fire this morning. pronounced dead on arrival at the West Hills exit. The
Members of the Calloway Coney Fire-Rescue Unit responded to the call, with three units and 13 men. the University of Tennessee motorcycle collided with a
Hospital, Knoxville, Tenn., tractor trailer, driven by
The cause of the fire was not known.
Horace Edward Crouch, age 30,

Congress Struggling Through Maze
Of Legislation Toward Adjournment

WASHINGTON (AP) — After
On tap in the Senate today is
Senate confirmation of Sen. a third vote on cutting off deWilliam B. Saxbe's nomination bate on a bill to restore a U.S.
as attorney general, Congress embargo on Rhodesian chrome
is struggling to work through a Imports, a flood insurance
maze of legislation and adjourn measure and legislation to set
The Murray Division of the by the end of the week.
up a federal energy adminisTappan Company will resume
production on Wednesday,
January 2, after being closed
for the annual year end shut
down for inventory, according
to Macon Blankenship, perft
sonnel manager of the Murray
Division.
the
said
Blankenship
production was closed down
starting Monday, December 17.
Shipping and maintenance
along with employees
Chief Max Dowdy of Calloway crews,
inventory, are working
Co. Fire-Rescue was late for a taking
during the annual
check presentation Monday at the plant
down, he added.
shut
end
year
afternoon, but the donor didn't
mind—he was saved a possible
large insurance claim.
Clyde Roberts, secretary of
the Murray-Calloway Co. Insurance Agents Assn., was to
REALTOR OFFIC111111-4111rs. Edam KnISK second Irszn left,
present Chief Dowdy a onewas installed as president at the Murray-Callaway County Board
hundred dollar donation at 12:45
of Realtors at a banquet recently. Left to right are Nat Sanders,
p.m.,exactly the time a fire call
Kentucky Association of Realtors president, Mrs. Knight,
was received concerning a
Local
utilities companies Loretta Jobs, newly elected secretary-treasurer of the local board
truck on fire at the John C
have been notified that the and outgoing president Rio, Roberts.
Steele farm east of Murray.
Rescue squad members Kentucky Highway Departresponded and extinguished the ment's project on the fourfire with a booster before the laning of Main Street from leith
engine was seriously harmed Street to 6th Street has been
The rescue squad reporter placed on an inactive status for
learned at that time that an indefinite period of time.
Notification was received by
Roberts had written Steele's
The Murray-Calloway County Sanders, the president elect of
the
utilities
companies
truck insurance.
Board of Realtors held their the K.A.R.
Other firemen responding yesterday and officials of the annual installation banquet at
the
told
of
Sanders
were Ed Jennings, Bud Miller, state highway department have the Holiday Inn on Tuesday educational achievements of
been
unavailable
for
comment
Robert Trenholm and Ronnie
night December 11.
the K.A.R. and commended the
on the project.
Barnett
Murray Board and Murray
Outgoing President Ray
State University for their
Roberts served as master of
cooperation in starting a Real
ceremonies and welcomed the
Estate program at M.S.U.
members of the board and their
Sanders also outlined the
husbands and wiles to the
various programs and activities
banquet. Hoyt Roberts gave the
which the K.A.R. hopes to acinvocation and the members
complish during the 1974 year.
were served a buffet meal.
Sanders then installed the
Out of town guest recognized new officers of the Murray
were Mr.and Mrs. Bill Milburn, Board for 1974.
They are Mrs. Edna Knight,
of Waldrop Realty, Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd of president, John Neubauer, vice
Boyd-Majors Realty, Mayfield president, Mrs. Loretta Jobs,
Don Tucker, of Murray and secretary-treasurer, and Guy
also a vice-president of the Spann director.
Mrs. Knight then spoke to the
Association of
Kentucky
INSURANCE AGENTS HELP FIREFIGHTERS—Clyde
Ftealtoes gave a brief talk board and expressed her thanks
Roberts writes out a donation for 8100 to Chief Max Dowdy of
concerning some of the ac- to the members for being
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue Monday. Roberta was representing the
tivities of the KA.R. Roberts present and outlined her obthen introduced the special jectives for the local board
insurance agents of Murray and Calloway County In making the
guest of the evening, Nat activities for the coming year.
presentation.

tration.
The nomination of Saxbe, an
Ohio Republican, was approved
by a 75-10 vote.
Saxbe will replace Elliot L.
Richardson, who resigned Oct.
20 rather than carry out a presidential order to fire Archibald
Cox as special Watergate prosecutor. Soliticitor Robert H.
Bork has been acting attorney
general.
However, Saxbe said he does
not intend to take his new post
before Jan. 4, the day after
completing the five years of
Senate service necessary to
qualify for full benefits under
the congressional retirement
system.

Donation Made
m
on ay to Fire
Rescue Squad

Main Street
Project On
Inactive Status

See Congress, Page 14)

(See Fenton,Page 14)

Opening Dates
For Dark Leaf
Sales Are Set
Opening dates for the darkfired tobacco sales in Murray
and Mayfield have been announced by
Holmes Ellis,
general manager of the Western
Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
January 10, will be the
opening day for the sale in
Murray, and the Mayfield sale
Harry J. Fenton III
according to the Knoxville City will open the following day.
Sales are also set for January
Police.
The Murray youth was 14, in Murray and January 15, in
reportedly enroute to visit his Mayfield.
"We expect a very active
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
F Cail of Charlotte, N. C., when market," Ellis said, "but under
five million pounds."

County Schools To Remain On
Same Schedule Under DST Move

Mrs. Edna Knight Installed
President Of Realtor Board

A questionnaire survey of
parents of Calloway County
School students shows that
two-thirds of them would prefer
to keep the school hours the
same, and on daylight savings
time when it is enacted.
Superintendent William
Miller said that 14.8 per cent of
the parents favored school
opening one-half hour later, and
19.8 per cent favored opening
one hour later.
Miller said that the Calloway
County School Board, using the

poll as an indicator, feels that
the schools should remain on
thg same schedule, and will
convert to daylight savings time
when it is enacted.
Miller also pointed out that it
would be necessary for the
county schools to be on the same
time schedule as the city
schools, since students from
both systems attend the Murray
Vocational School. The city
schools have already elected to
remain on the same schedule,
and to convert to daylight
savings time when it is enacted.

Area Residents Cautioned
On Telephone Fraud Scheme
James Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, has
warned area residents to be
cautious of an apparent fraud
scheme.
The operation, discovered in
Paducah, and with one case
already reported in Murray, is
being conducted by a man who
identifies himself as Don Baker.
In cases reported, Baker says
that he is with "the Federal
Savings and Limn," and tells
the person he is calling that he
or she will win $15 if he can

Schools Close For
Holidays Today
Students of the Murray City
Schools and the Calloway
County Schools are being
dismissed today at two p.m. for
the Christmas and New Year's
holidays.
Classes will resume again on
Wednesday, January 2, when
the second semester at the city
and county schools will begin.
Both the city and county
schools are taking semester
tests today for the close of
the first semester.
Schools closed in the city
system for the 'nolidays include
Murray High, Murray Middle ,
Carter Elementary, Robertson
Elementary, Headstart, and the
kindergarten programs.
The county schools closed for
the holidays, include Calloway
High, Almo, Faxon, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Junior
and
Concord,
Elementary.

identify his account number
with the Federal Savings and
Loan. Baker also tells the
potential victim that he will be
entered in a drawing for a 1974 11111114041MillalMallalliMalanalalar
TODAY'S INDEX
automobile later this year,
Women's News
Johnson said.
3, 3
-Dear Abby
Johnson has warned that he
Editorial.
4
expects a rash of forgeries if
Seen & Heard.
4
area residents give their acHoroscope
7
count numbers to anyyone over
Sports
•
9
urged
local
the telephone. He
Comics, Crossword.... .12
persons not to give any inClassifieds
• IX 13
formation of that type to anyone
_Deaths&Funerals .. .14
calling them.

Terrorists Search For Haven In
Mideast After Killing Estimated 36
BEIRUT (AP) — Arab terrorists who killed an estimated
36 persons at Rome and Athens
airports searched for a haven
in the Middle East today in
their hijacked West German
jet.
After a night of terror at the
Athens airport, during which
they were reported to have
murdered five hostages, the
gunmen took off with what the
pilot of the commandeered

Lufthansa Boeing 737 said were
12 hostages.
Behind them the terrorists
left a wounded hostage and the
body of one of their victims.
The hijackers were reported
to have killed the five hostages
one by one in the jet at Athens
to back up demands for release
of two Palestinian guerrillas
held by the Greeks. But only
the one body was seen.
The Lebanese government re-

fused to let them land in Beirut sheikdom to keep them out, a
today and they put down in Lufthansa spokesman said in
Frankfurt.
Damascus, the Syrian capital
The commander of the Syrian
One of the hijackers was given first aid at the Damascus air force had appealed repeatairport's dispensary and the edly for release of the hostages
plane took off after a twn-hour in Damascus, but the hijackers
stop, during which it also refused.
Damascus state radio reportpicked up fuel and food.
The terrorists then flew to ed the hijackers "promised
Kuwait, where they landed de- they will give the hostages the
spite apparent attempts by au- best possible treatment and
(See Terrorists,Page 14)
thorities of the Persian Gulf

Burglaries Are Investigated; Stolen Guns Found By Police
Murray City Police investigated' two break-ins
114tinttay
(f;
one a( them in custody, according to police reports.
Cleother Burrell, 209. Walnut,
is charged with storehouse
breaking on a city warrant in
connection with a burglary at

the Dixie Cleaners, North
Third, police said.
- revbaa hem set at
time for Bartell, 41, police said.
Entry was gilined by removing
two concrete blocks at the rear
of the building.
Another burglary was investigated at Robertson's Hih-

Burger Monday night, in whl,
nearly $70.00 was taken, poll. e
—
"Entry was gained at operd -lt
a window on the north- side f
the building. The money IAA,
taken from various vent"
machines in the restaurant

Progress was also made in
the investigation of a burglary

C

r
ova one. Abe
of -?..11Le,••xy irentar
4;‘,;
0...111
r.4-414.7137
at Fenton-Hodge, police said.
president of Murray State 'University, in
hosted by Dr. Constantine Curris right,/
dinner
a
guests
at
Five of six pistols stolen in the
McCuiston
launch the Alumni Association's Century Club drive for 1874. Also shown is State Sen. Pat
break--in have been recovered,
general chairman of the drive. Billington is the Calloway County chairman of the drive
Pembroke,
of
and charges will be placed
make up
to raise money for the scholarship fund. Individuals and businesses donating 8100 or more
against suspects soon, police
the Century Club.
said.
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Wilson Home Scene
Of Personal Shower
Mrs. Michael Morton, nee
Paula Wilson, was complimented with a personal
shower held on Thursday,
December 6, at seven p.m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Max Wilson.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Misses Dorinda Starks,
Brenda Collie, Maurita Rickman, and Cindy Harrell.
The honoree, wearing green
slacks, yellow top, and green
and yellow smock, was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of red carnations. She
opened her many lovely gifts
which had been placed under
the decorated Christmas tree.
Games were played with Miss
Gail Brittain and Miss Pam
White being the recipients of the
prizes who presented them to
the honoree.
Refreshments of punch,
coffee, cake, mints, and nuts
were served buffet style from
the table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a holly
and candle arrangement.
Eighteen persons were
present or sent gifts.

Mrs. Walker Speaks nn "Christmas
trees, trees without leaves.
Santa in sleigh with reindeers,
fireplaces, and chimneys.
this with
Contrasting
Christmas in Brazil, Mrs
Walker said the temperature is
around 80 to 90 degrees, windows and doors open will the
parakeets singing outside,
cedars unheard of, all trees with
leaves, and Santa without a
sleigh. She said Santa, known
there as Papa Noel, is never
seen before Christmas except
at night as his red suit would be
too hot to be worn during the
daytime.
Mrs. Walker said the

Mrs. Richard Walker, spoke
on "Christmas in Brazil," at the
Christmas program luncheon
meeeting held by the Quota
Club of Murray on Tuesday,
December 11, at the Triangle
Inn.
The speaker, wife of Rev.
Walker, pastor of First Baptist
Church, and her family served
as missionaries in the Amazon
Valley of Brazil for eight years.
Mrs. Walker used a chart
Americans
how
showing
associate Christmas with different factors involved such as
cold weather, snow, warm
houses and clothing, Christmas

Christmas season in Brazil is
not commercial as merchants
donate merchandise weeks
before for distribution to the
needy, and women work for a
long time preparing articles to

Ends TONITE
"Cops &Robbers"(PG

®133i30,1Cdri

Starts TOMORROW!
Mrs. Richard Walker
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introduced by Mrs. Gaynell
Williams, were Mrs. Maloy
Russell and her son, Todd, who
has attended the School for the
Deaf in Danville but is now
enrolled at Faxon School. His
hearing problem have been
greatly helped with a special
hearing aid, and the Quota Club
presented Todd with a gift and
will help him in the expense of
his equipment. Hearing and
Speech are special projects of
Quotarians.
Mrs. Helen Spann, president,
presided at a short business
session. The group brought gifts
for a young girl and an elderly
resident of the county.
Ttie finance chairman, Mrs.
Earleen Doran, advised the
group the pecan sale is going
real well, and said anyone
desiring pecans may contact a
Quotarian or by calling Mrs.
Doran.
Three Quotarians from the
Paris, Tenn., club were guests
of the group.

Beer-drinking hubby
gets what he deserves
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A husband complained because his wife
came to bed every night with her hair wrapped in toilet
paper and she covered the whole thing with a ridiculouslooking nightcap.
Well, so do I! But I have no reason to go to bed looking
pretty. My husband has such a pot gut, I couldn't get
within a foot of him if I wanted to, which I certainly do
not. You see, he rarely bathes, and he always comes to bed
with a sour beer breath. I think you get the picture.
A few years back I found someone who could have
made my life complete, but I gave him up, hoping my
marriage could be saved. What a fool I was!
In the meantime, I keep my hair looking nice, and if I
ever get another chance, I won't pass it up.
MISSED THE BOAT
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DEAR MISSED: Thank heavens all boats aren't alike.
Look what this loveboat has to say on that subject:

BIG 98' Welding and
Cutting Outfit

DEAR ABBY: My little filly takes a bath every night,
sprays herself sweet, and puts on a fancy nightgown, but
you can bet her hair is always wrapped in toilet paper and
covered with a silly little nightcap. But who cares? I don't
look at her hair in bed.
The next morning she showers, puts on lipstick, whips
off the toilet paper and cap, and her hairdo is perfect.
She's only protecting my interests because we can always
go out at a moment's notice or invite people in. We've
never had to miss anything because my wife's hair wasn't
right.
We've been married for 27 years and she's never gone
• to bed with rollers, which are worse than nightcaps. I keep
telling my little filly, she's not getting older, she's just
CHARLIE
getting better.

be distributed to the needy.
The speaker said Brazilian
church on
groups meet at
Christmas eve for carols,
poetry, reading, fellowship, and
then distribute small gifts from
a tree. Sometime after midnight the Brazilians go to their
homes and this is a very
clannish type affair with no
Miss Betsy Riley, bride-elect
friends, just family usually
of Dennis Clark, was comattending. The young go to bed
plimented with a lovely tea
to await the arrival of "Papa
shower held at the home of Mrs.
Noel."
L. B. McDaniel on Sunday,
DEAR CHARLIE: You're beautiful!
At the conclusion of her talk, December 9, between the hours
Mrs. Walker read the Christ- of two to five p.m.
DEAR ABBY: Who told you that watchdogs aren't
mas Story from the book of
The gracious hostesses for
taxed in Italy? They are, only less.
Luke as the Quotarians stood, special occasion were Mrs.
For a "luxury" dog, which can be anything from a
held hands, and then each Louis Kerlick, Mrs. Leon
mutt to a Pekingese, the tax is $20, but the dog must have
person was asked to embrace Adams, Mrs. Buddy Sykes,
absolutely no function such as a guard, shepherd or retrievthe one next to them and wish
Mrs. Adolphus Myers, Miss
them a "Merry Christmas." Lucy Forrest, Mrs. Alberta
"Functional- dogs are taxed only ItS a year. However,
Mrs. Annie Nance, program Korb, and Mrs. McDaniel.
nothing keeps dogs off people's property, so if your reader
the
chairman, introduced Mrs.
Receiving the guests with
objects to having dogs on his lawn, tell him to move into
Walker.
honoree were her mother, Mrs. an apartment.
DOG LOVER IN ROME
Special guests at the meeting, Vernon Riley, and her motherClark.
Larrie
DEAR
DOG
LOVER:
My
authority on canine law in
in-law to be, Mrs.
Italy is Doug Fleming of the Rome Daily American. I
For the prenuptial event the
obviously was barking up the wrong tree when I consulted
honoree chose to wear from her
him. You seem to be well boned up on the subject. Are you
trousseau a floor length
lavender double knit dress. She, interested in fielding an occasional inquiry?
along with the two sziotherg,
were presented hostesses' gilt
DEAR ABBY: With the cost of living up so high, and
four children to support, plus the fact that we have had
corsages of white carnations.
layoffs and illness in our family this last year, my husband
Guests signed the register at
Miss Carol Anne Jewell, the table centered with an
and I decided that we would not exchange Christmas gifts
December 28th bride-elect of arrangement of red carnations
with the relatives.
Dewey Edward Yates, Jr., was and white mums.
We sent letters to all our relatives explaining the situathe honoree at a delightfully
decorations
tion. Since then we have had one set of grandparents and
Christmas
two sisters tell us that they still intend to buy Christmas
planned bridal shower held designed and made by Miss
gifts for our children.
Monday, December 3, at 7:30 Lucy Forrest were used at
Would it be proper for us to refuse the gifts? PUZZLED
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John vantage points throughout the
C. Steele.
house including the tea table
DEAR PUZZLED: No. Accept them graciously. There
The hostesses for the bridal overlaid with the white cloth
is joy in giving as well as in receiving. so whs' deny that
occasion were Mrs. Webb with gathered skirt 1..vith red
pleasure to those who want to give?
Caldwell, Mrs. V.L. McGary, velvet ribbon in the insertion.
Mrs. Jimmy Ragsdale, Mrs. The central arrangement was of
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest
Alvin Chapman, Mrs Ted red carnations, white mums, For a personal reply, write to
ABBY: Box No. MOS, L. A..
Howard, and Mrs. Steele.
and holly. The punch bowl was Calif. 5000. Enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope,
The bride-elect chose to wear garlanded with holly form please.
from her trousseau a red formal which red punch was served
dress and was presented with a along with cookies, sandwiches,
corsage of yellow porn pom nuts, and mints. Crystal apmums by the hostesses.
pointments were used.
Mrs. Arthur C. Jewell,
The gifts were displayed on
mother of the honoree, Mrs.
tables in the family room.
Dewey Edward Yates, Sr.,
Seventy persons called or sent
mother-in-law to be of the gifts during the afternoon
honoree, and Mrs. John H. hours.
Jewell, grandmother of the
bride-elect, were
presented
hostesses' gift corsages of white
porn porn mums.
A simple honey dressing
Games were played and the
gives variety to a fruit salad
honoree opened her many
bowl. Combine one and half
lovely and useful gifts.
quarts shredded western
iceberg lettuce with half cup
The beautifully appointed
each grapefruit and orange
refreshment table, overlaid
segments and one sliced bawith a red and white cloth, was
nana in a chilled salad bowl.
centered with a dried floral
Beat together one-fourth cup
arrangement which was later
each salad oil and tarragon
presented as a gift to the
flavored white wine vinegar,
honoree.
Finger
cakes
three tablespoons each honey.
decorated with red poinsettias, ,and orange juice, half teaspoon salt and one-fourth teanuts, mints, and punch were
spoon each ground ginger and
served.
For
dry gpustard. Pour over letFifty-seven persons were
tuce SW fruit and toss lightly.
present cc sent gifts.

BIG 98 welding and cutting outfit
gives you great versatility. You
can handle bulky scrapping jobs or
weld delicate sculpture. Ideal for
use in home workshops. This outfit

A Gift

is also a
profitable addition for any factory. Highly recommended for
farms, repair shops, Of professional pipe welders who demand high performance from a low cost outfit

For Sea
Santa c
year. b4
Chnstrr
tables,
merry.
cafe— a
good ta
from Je

steel; cut
Tips supplied with the BIG 98 will weld up to
up to 9/8" steel. Additional tips available provide greater
capacities: you can weld 'A" steel and cut steel up to 3
inches thick. Torch body has ball style needle valves for
positive gas control and shut-off, Silver soldered joints on
torch body and cutting assembly provide solid, dependable
construction. "Slip-in" cutting and welding tips change
no wrench needed.
quickly in just seconds
Exclusive patented Flo-Trol feature in cutting assembly
provides extra safety, H1700 series single stage regulators
have double filters and sensitive rubber diaphragm.

A complete line of special purpose cutting and welding tips
are available to extend the usefulness of the BIG 98 and
VIKING welding and cutting outfits.

SILVER STAR SPECIAL
Welding and
Cutting Outfit

Brida! Shower At

Steele Home Held
For Miss Jewell

II

SILVER STAR SPECIAL provides
excellent performance at a
dollar stretching price Includes
the same high quality Silver
Star torch body plus three "Shp In" heavy wall copper weld
ing tips for welding up to k" steel and a cutting tip for up to
Ye" steel The 90• head cutting assembly is entirely silver
soldered and features in tip mix for maximum safety.
Popular all purpose H1700 series single stage regulators
provide dependable performance for Silver Star Special
components

Jones Iron 8 Metal
R. R. Ave, Murray

Phone 753-3841

Will
"10(
Can
Cal

Honey fruit

That

Perfect Christmas Gift

Knit of Orton*.
Terrific sportswear.
Thane has that sporting quality called class Smart blazer
and pin stripes in three colors
with the soft luxury of 1111%
DuPont Nomelle• Orion'
acrylic Automatic wash and
dry, keeps Its shape. Long collar and placket. Fullfashioned

For The

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

Mother-To-Be

VALENTINE PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

Or A
WHILE-YOU-WAIT

Uniform

PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

For The

Professional

•Du Pont Reg 5 /.4

urkingilant -Nam CO.

Jewelry

Dixtelanii grnter
L'Irarci-,. 5c:ht.*
Open Td 8:00 thru Christmas
Free Gift Wrapping

for that Special Someone
06*

5044 MAIN STREET

— PHONE 753-4442

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

42071

304 N. 4th Murray, Ky.

* Gift Wrap
* Gift Certificates

Phone 753-6048
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Miller Speaks
At Almo Meet

Mrs. L. E. McCord
Entertains United
Methodist Women

SUIRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Ar and about

William B. Miller, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, was the speaker at the
meeting of the Almo ParentTeacher Club held on Monday,
December 10, at 6:30 p.m. at the
school.
Miller discussed the three
new elementary schools now
under construction in Calloway
County. They are on North 16th
Street Extended, Pottertovrn
Road, and Wisiviell Road. He
showed the plans for the schools
which hopefully be occupied for
the opening of the 1974 fall term.
The devotion was given by
Bro. Odell Colson. Mrs. Howard
Bury is president of the club.
The minutes were read by
Mrs. Larry Woodall and the
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Kenneth Starks.
The room count was a tie
between Mrs. Jackie Cassity's
first grade and Mrs. Dulcie
Douglas' fourth grade.
A potluck supper was served
preceding the program.

Tuesday, December 11
Teentown Christmas dance
will be at First United
Methodist Church from 7:30 to
eleven p.m. with music by Clap
Hands Here Comes Charlie.
Admissions will be one dollar
for all students in grades seven
through twelve.

Christmas program and
potluck supper will be at Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will hear Rev. A.H.
McLeod, Jr., at seven p.m. A
social hour will follow.

The Lydian Sunday School
Friday, December 21
Class of the First Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wilson
Church will have a dinner whose trailer home was
meeting at the Holiday Inn at destroyed by fire will be
6:30 p.m.
honored with a household
at the American Legion
shower
Seventh and eighth grade
seven to nine p.m.
from
Hall
Christmas party will be held at
from
Murray Country Club
Sunday, December 23
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
eight to eleven p.m. with music
by Jaraboga. Mr. and Mrs. Mathis will have a reception in
James M. Ransom will be honor of their golden wedding
anniversary at the Dextersponsors.
Hardin United Methodist
Wednesday, December 19
Church
from two to four p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
have a potluck dinner party at
the fellowship hall of the church
at 6:30 pin.

Miss Ginger Colson

nd

Completes Plans
For Friday Wedding

eirrif5

ig outfit
• You
ig Jobs or
deal #or
his outfit

11711
cri10

Plans have been completed
by Miss Ginger Colson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Colson, for her marriage to
David Norsworthy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy, on
Friday, December 21.
Rev. Willie Johnson will
perform the double ring
ceremony at seven p.m. in the
sanctuary of the Flint Baptist
Church.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Miss Gina
Hopkins, organist, and Mrs.
MRS. HARLAN HODGES of Sandra Rice, soloist.
Miss Colson will be given in
Murray was guest speaker at
the meeting of the Paris marriage by her father and has
Woman's Club held at the home chosen Miss Maurita Rickman
of Mrs. J.T.. Miles, Paris, Tenn. as her maid of honor.
She entranced her hearers with Bridesmaids will be Miss Becky
a story by Truman Capote, "A Imes, Miss Luana Colson, sister
Christmas Memory." This Is an of the bride-elect, and Miss
autobiographical account of his Lisha Bucy, cousin of the bridechildhood and of the ex- elect.
The flower girl, will be Miss
periences during the Christmas
Shaun Bury, cousin of the brideholidays.
elect, and the ring bearer will
be John Mark Roberts.
Billy Usrey will serve as best
man for Mr. Norsworthy.
Groomsmen and ushers will be
Dale Arnold, Bruce Moody, Don
Norsworthy, brother of the
and David
groom-elect,
Hours:
10 a.m.-7 p.m. t Jackson.
The guest register will be kept
Closed Sundays
by Miss Jenny Lou Wilson,
cousin of the groom-elect.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in he
A fellowship hall of the church.
.
- All Glass
All relatives and friends are
Invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

A CM leGoodThote
For Santa Claus
Santa comes but once a
year bringing lots of
Christmas cheero Turn the
tables, with a gift that's
merry, a live dollar certificate—a gift in
good taste
from Jerry's'

led for
ho de

el; cut
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While They Last!

•

FREE!! FREE!!

10 Gallon

• AQUARIUMS - '8.99 Value

la!
384I

•
World*

Pet

—

with purchase of accessories
••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
••
•
•
Will someone please return
"1001 Valuable Things You
Can Get Free" at the
Calloway Co Public
Library.
Bring over due books in

FINE FREE
During the week of Dec. 17 - 22

FIRST CHRISTMAS CARD
No Santa Claus, reindeer,
snow scenes or Christmas
trees decorated the first
printed Christmas card,
designed in England in 1843.
Instead it showed a family at
Christmas dinner, lifting wine
glasses in a Yuletide toast
John Calcott Horsley. a Royal
Academy artist, created the
card at the request of his
friend Henry Cole, to save
Cole the task of writing endless Christmas letters. The
only unsigned copy of the
historic greeting is in the
Hallmark Cards Historical
Collection in Kansas City

The

Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-0425

here's still time to get that special
someone a Bible of their choice
We have all
Translations Styles - Sizes
Name imprinted in store, while you wait
Gift Certificates - Gift Wrapping
"A.--Snrct_Full

of SpirituaJ IllessiPgs"

Hours: 9 - 6 Mon - pat
9 9 Friday
9 - 5 Saturday

Mrs. LE. McCord, Paris
District president of United
Methodist Women, entertained
Tuesday, December 11, at her
home near Como, Tenn., with a
Christmas party. Retiring officers and new officers for 197476 were guests.
Games were enjoyed, gifts
exchanged and a bountiful
covered-dish luncheon was
enjoyed at the noon hour. Mrs.
Harold Douglas gave the invocation before the meal.
The group presented Mrs.
McCord a lovely music box in
appreciation of her leadership
and Mrs. McCord gave favors of
cosmetics to each guest
present. The house was
beautifully decorated
throughout carrying out the
Holiday Season theme.
Those enjoying this delightful
left to
affair were: Mrs. Leo Davis of
GOLDEN CIRCLE Sunday School Class members and husbands attending the Christmas dinner held December 8 were,
Clark,
Anna
Murdock,
Linda
Rogers,
Linda
Weatherford,
Mandeline
Murdock,
Don
Wilson,
J.B.
Henry,Tenn.; Mrs.
right, seated, Mary Ann Carter, Andy Rogers,
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, Mrs. Otis Judy Hhia, Gayle Rogers, Connie White, Sue Wynn, Jerrell White, Jo Ana Paschall, John Hina, Jimmy Wpm,beak Doom.Don
Erwin, Mrs. Mary Ridings and Duncan; standing, Gerald Carter, Marvin Weatherford, Charles Adams, Max Reed, Linda Reed, Leslie Dem, Norms lkim, Jim
Mrs. Harold Douglas, all of Clark, June Cottrell, Barbara Ileadrit;'Joami Simmons, Dick Cottrell, Noel Hendrix, John Simmons, Joyce Timm,Wade MobMurray; Mrs. Reed Logan, feud. Bruce Thomas, Anisha Mahfoud, Candy Jenkins, Randy Whitlow, Ray Whitlow, and Charles Jenkins.
Mrs. Glenn Hill and Mrs. Arnold
Kinnick, all of Paris, Term.;
Mrs. George Moore, Mrs. Davis
Dixon, Mrs. D.J. Murchison and
Mrs. E.B. Cardwell, all of
Fulton; Mrs. li.L Hearn, Mrs.
The Golden Circle Sunday assistant teacher. Jerrell
T.J. Oliver, Mrs. M.R. Duke
and Miss Tonunye Hunt, all of School Class of Memorial White, pastor, led in a friend,
Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs. Eli Baptist Church held its annual ship circle of prayer.
Beneath the Christmas tree
Meador of Gleason, Term.; Mrs. Christmas Dinner on Saturday,
A.O. Woods of New Concord; December 8, in the Community was the manger scene with
Room of the Federal Savings Mary, the Christ child, and
Mrs. Frank Coles of Hazel.
Joseph. Gifts to be exchanged
going home, and Loan Building.
Before
The committee in charge for the ladies were placed
Christmas carols were sung by
the group with Mrs. Coles at the was: Helen Foley, Vandeline beside Mary and gifts for the
Weatherford, Joyce Thomas, men were beside Joseph.
piano.
Plans were made for class
Randy Whitlow, and Sarah
members to host the Senior
Duncan.
Following the meal, a number Citizens of Memorial Church at
a montyly luncheon.
of games were played.
The Golden Circle Class will
Connie
White,
Class
President, presented gifts to meet next on January 21 at
CO,NOM PER.131 Million • LANIIIIV....0(...wet
Norma Bone, the class teacher, which time they will reveal
and to Joann Simmons, the secret "Sunshinre Friends."

Golden Circle Class Of Memorial Church
Has Christmas Dinner; Plans Discussed

Personal Shower

A MiPACIEsoFA
MOVE MUSiCAL

For Bride-elect

At Rickman Home

A personal shower was given
for Miss Ginger Colson,
December 21st bride-elect of
David Norsworthy, on Monday,
December 10, at seven p.m. by
Miss Maurits Rickman and
Miss Becky Imes, at the Rickman home on Audabon Drive,
Murray.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a red battle
jacket with red plaid slacks.
Her hostesses' gift corsage was
of daisies with holly and red
checked ribbos.
Games were played with Miss
Brenda Collie and Miss Vicki
Bailey being the recipients of
the prizes. Miss Colson opened
her many lovely gifts for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of Cokes, open
faced sandwiches, chips, and
dip were served buffet style
from the table overlaid with a
gold cloth and centered with an
arrangement of daisies, holly,
and red checked ribbons in a
miniature washtub.
Present for the occasion were
Gwenith Crouse, "Poppy"
Ross, Dorinda Starks, Brenda
Collie, Marjorie Barnett, Janey
Kelso, Vicki Bailey, Stacy
Adams, the honoree and the
hostesses. Unable to attend but
sending gifts were Kathy Kelly,
Barbara
Morton,
Paul
Williford, and Vickie HumPhreYs.

Now Showin

CINEMA 1

FREE SHOW!

CENTRAL

•••••••00000

Bonus
Feature
••••••••••••
Bob Hope
in
"CANCEL MY
RESERVATION"

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

ONWAS
Me Abner A* Mimi.

FREE TICKETS at:
Western Store 753-9885
ernon Boot & Shoe Store
North Arcadia Center

The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

Marimak Supoly
No. Arcadia

My Side Of
The Mountain
Grecian Steak House
Hwy.641 N. 753-4419
(North 12th St. Ext.)

Lubie and Reba's
Superburger

LI

100 Chestnut 7 3-848

Sli PEIRII1S

Miss Spray Married
Friday To William
Henry Solomon Ill
Miss Maxine Spray, daughter
of Mr. arid Mrs. E.G. Spray of
Nashville, Tenn., became the
bride of William Henry Solomon
III, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.H.
Solomon, Jr., of Knoxville,
Tenn., formerly of Murray.
The vows were read on
Friday, December 14, at the
home of the groom's parents in
Knoxville, Tenn. The single ring
ceremony was performed by
Rev. J.R. Covington, minister
of the Calvary Baptist Church,
Knoxville.
Mrs. Solomon is a secretary
at Genesco Company and Mr.
Solomon is associated with
South Central Bell Telephone
Company.
The newly married couple is
now residing at Brewer Curt,
Nashville, Tenn.

...LEADS
TO PRISON
Don't think you'll get *with just a reprimand if
you get caught stealing merchandise...shoplifting
is a crime and is punishable by law. Because of
rising costs due to "lost- merchandise, stores are
being forced to prosecute shoplifters and you're not
going to be the exception, regardless of your age
Stop and think about it; is it worth being arrested
and getting a police record for a $2.99 item

Rare treat

Mix chopped walnutc and
minced clnyps with ,softened
cream cheese. Spread genet:
ously on rye, whole wheat.
French aor any other variety
bread that suits you. Top with
thni slices of cold rare roast
beef, tomato slices, lettuce
and second slice bread.

-RRfSENT,Sn

a5

or

any othfr itsm flainomber the consequancasl
:
•••••,—,-••
A• A 11•01All, Pun., touseety Conrail/ IMOMMIN.

•
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Seen&Heard
GUEST EDITORIALS
Around
Sex And Semantics
Murray
A couple of federal agencies apparently have
upon the Census Bureau to change job

prevailed
titles for some 52 occupations so that it will no longer
appear that the jobs are the exclusive preserve of
men, or for that matter, women.
We will overlook the fact that the two agencies
involved, the Manpower Administration and the
Women's Bureau, are lagging a bit in tailoring their
own names to a unisex standard. What really
bothers us is the prosaism of the job titles that have
been substituted.
Substituting "flight attendant" for "stewardess"
is tolerable enough, although lacking in imagination.
And promoting busboys to "waiter's assistants" will
probably at least make waiters feel more important.
But writers are going to mourn the passing of such
time-honored job titles as chambermaid. Can you
imagine anyone writing a book titled "Diary of a
Lodging Quarters Cleaner"? - Wall Street Journal.

Gator Growl
in front of the First Baptist
appeared
A sign
Church in Gainesville, Fla., the other day. It asked
the question,"What if God released his tapes on
you?"
The reference wasn't just to Watergate. It was
also homecoming weekend at the University of
Florida. Under the circumstances, that kind of sign
could consternate a reporbate Alligator. - Atlanta
(Ga.) Journal and Constitution

By James C Williams
et
A nice gift, a big box of mixed
cheese and other goodies. We
like cheese so much that we are
afraid that some government
report is going to come out
clauning that cheese will cause
something or other.

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD

The way they will arrive at it
is to give a rat 912 times the
amount of cheese than he would
eat in a lifetime which will
cause his liver to dry up or his
toe nails to fall off.
We hate, to be immodest, but
we'll just have to admit that we
fixed up that Devil's Mask that
we brought from Hawaii, in
pretty good fashion. Not being
gifted along the line of craftmanship, it turned out well.
Now this mask is made of
Monkeypod wood and looks like
something out of a bad dream.
About three feet high. Has
great staring eyes, huge mouth
with large white teeth. They
used them to scare off evil
spirits. Also has horns.

Crate Scooters
A company calling itself, appropriately. Shades of
the Past, Inc., is advertising pre-assembled crate
scooters for the kiddies. A crate scooter, or the box
scooter as we used to know it, is nothing more than a
box set on a wooden plank to which skate wheels are
attached front and back. A child could make one for
nothing. The pre-assembled jobs sell for $12, plus
$2.50 for postage and handling. What shades of the
Past, Inc., may have forgotten is that these scooters
make a terrible racket. Nowadays they would run
afoul of local noise abatement committees, composed largely of old crocks who have forgotten how
much fun box scooters used to be. - Charleston (S.C.)
News and Courier.

We go down to Bob Hopkins
lumber place and get us a big
piece of plywood, then we go
over to the Singer place where a
nice young lady helped us pick
out some kind of cloth to put
over the plywood. While we
were in there we saw Lanette
Thurman.
Anyway we got some orangyred looking sort of velvety
looking cloth, and stretched it
over the plywood, stapling it on
the back side. Naturally we put
the cloth on before we bored
some holes in the plywood to
hang the mask on, so had to
undo it, bore the holes, then do it
back. Ran wire through the
holes to keep the mask from
falling off and by golly it looks
pretty good.

Good Morning '
As the crowning achievement
must have been tempted to offer to this bit of artistry, we bored
Elizabeth
Queen
those young people $100,000 to elope. - Raleigh (N.C.) some holes along the top and
screwed the whole thing to a
News and Observer.

sliding door in our museumoffice

10 Years Ago Today

When we got it all up, we
stood back and surveyed it with
pride We know just how
J. Melton Marshall, retired banker, was named Michaelangelo felt when he
the outstanding citizen of the Hazel Community by completed David. Well, maybe
not that much.
WOW Camp 138 at its family meeting last night.

Deaths reported are Oliver Tabers, age 75, Cirk
Moubray, age 69, and Noah Wilson, age 93.
Officers of the Calloway County High School FFA
Chapter are Billy Adams, Billy Miller. Donald
Williams, Jimmy Jackson. Richard Spann, and
Jimmy Geurin.
In basketball South Marshall over Calloway 65 to
57 and Trigg County over Murray 56 to 55. Housden
hit 24 for Calloway and Rose got 20 for Murray.

By the way we saw his David
when we were in Florence,
Italy.

'Wait a minute-hold everything!'

promotion of
Adm. Hyman Rickover to full admiral does more than acknowledge the outspoken leader's role
in the development of nuclear
submarines.
The belated recognition is the
ultimate honor of a lifetime spent
in the service of his country.
It is indicative of Rickover's
candor that his fourth star was
THE RECENT

authorized through congressional
initiative without a formal recommendation from the service or the
White House. The admiral's single-minded dedication to his goals
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frequently found him at odds with
his Navy colleagues.
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His vigorous advocacy of the
Trident, latest of the nuclear-pow-

Thai
contin

ered subs, may have been the influencing factor in a close Senate
vote giving authorization to accelerated development.

Highla
Central

And the request from President
Nixon that he continue as director
of the agency charged with nuclear power in the Navy is evidence
of the youthful spirit that keeps
the admiral active and effective
at a sprightly 73 years of age.
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The Elf Who Couldn't
PER
IPERPER
JUN
Do Anything Right

Fellow says that when folks
complain that life is hard he is
inclined to ask "Compared to
what"

Carroll, Joyce, Kelly and Arista Hubbard
Christmas tree in front of the
Commonwealth's
The
state capitol is 45 feet high and has been lighted since
Dec. 9. The red cedar tree, perfect in shape, was
*5* r Eldridge of Lancaster.
donated by Mr. and Mrs.13.eog

20 Years Ago Today

Murray Students
New Members Of

Business Fraternity

The Murray Ledger V.0 Times
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Fourth star merited

CHAPTER 8
By Bob Boyle
After lunch, instead of napping Juniperperper walked
into the recreation room of
Santa House and watched
Pine Siskin makes his ap- Sunny Sun Fish entertain
pearance at the feeder some of the elves.
The fish poked his head out
yesterday. He's a little
character with some yellow on of the water and blew a stream
him. Two big Yellow Shafted of water right on Juniperperper.
Flickers at the feeder yester"Hey, what are you doing.to
out
fluffed
all
and
were
They
Wyatt,
day.
Tom
Mrs.
said Juniperperper as he and
Bill Wyatt, son of Mr. and
the
from
protect themselves
the other elves laughed
Don Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Henry, have cold
"That's his way of saying,
Twenty three Doves eating
for
-captains
co
as
teammates
their
by
selected
been
some of Ed Thurmond's Hello," Santa explained."Now
watch him."
the 1954 Murray High Football squad.
cracked corn.
Sunny Sun Fish started
Jim Finney, age 68, formerly of Murray, died this
swimming around the bowl and
Mich.
Jackson,
in
home
, morning at his
then, very unfish like, he
turned over on his back and
Rev. Harrywood Gray, minister of the First
1
did the backstroke. He then
Christian Church,had as his subject, "Evaluation of
jumped out of the water and
Club
Rotary
Murray
grabbed a piece of bread which
Murray," at the meeting of the
one of the elves held up.
held yesterday.
-He's a real clown," Santa
Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker are the parents of a
said. Murray
baby girl, Joette, born December 16 at the
"Well," Santa said. "It's
Three Murray students at
to work. After
Hospital.
Murray State University were time to get back
that workout, I'M sure Sunny
members
new
among eleven
Sun Fish needs a rest, too."
installed in the Delta Gamma
Santa put his hand on Juni
chapter of Phi Beta Lambda perperper s shoulder and said,
professional business fraternity "Okay, little fellow. It's oft to
at Murray State University on the toy fire engine shop for us."
"Gee," Santa," he replied.
Dec. 13.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
They are: Mary Devine, Mike "I'm scared now. I sure hope I
don't mess things up in the toy
Perhaps the worst forms of pollution are the noises Finley, and Greta Gardner.
fire engine factory."
that assail us from every direction in our
Miss Devine is the daughter of
"I'm sure you won't, Jun i•
Dr. and Mrs. John Devine of perperper," Santa replied.
civilization—the noise of traffic, the noise of jets, the
"That
is
little error in the bicycle
noise of everybody striving to sell somebody 1714 W. Main, Murray. She a shop could
have happened
business major and a
something, the noise of politics and the roar of a freshman
anyone
on the first day on the
graduate of Murray .1-ligh
job. Just don't worry about it.
worried population yelling "enough!"
School.
I'm confident that you'll do
"Noise—a strench in the ear."
Finley, the son of Mr. and okay."
Mrs. A.M. Finley of 824 9th St.,
Ambrose Bieree in
Santa and Juniperperper en
Murray, is a junior accounting terecl the toy fire engine build"The Devil's Dictionary"
major. He is a graduate of ing and Juniperperper's eyes
popped.
Murray High School,
"Gee, Santa." he said. "1•‘1,
Miss Gardner is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Gard- never seen so many toy fire en
Rifles in my lite. There must tic
ner of 603 Elio Dr., Murray. She thousands and thousands ol
is a junior business education them."
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
major and a graduate of
Murray, Kentucky 47071. Phone 753 1916
Santa called over Jasper and
Tilghman High said,"Here is Juniperperper
Paducah
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
School.
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
"Now take Juniperperper 1,,
Following the installation a the workshop.We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
- Santa said
or ,Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in. Christmas party was held at the "and let him start assemblini.:
nicest of our readers
Co., 1509 Madison Ave. home' f Mrs. Lanette Thurman, the tov tire engines." .
National RepreserairtivelliWallace Wit
advisor .
"Oliay." Jasuenaajd. angi
:
two elves went
together.
SubsCription ReaW genet. seeviced bv carriecs. $2 per month.
--'14ere we arei;',51maitue7.ertter
payable in advance. By mail elsewhere in Calloway and adjoihing
"Here are the w heels, the steel
'counties $10 per year; other destinations $23 per year All mail
SAVE OUR SAWDUST
ing wheels..theAuy_ light.aml
subscriptions plus 5 per cent state tax__ Over 103 per cent of all lum- the toy siren. Put them all to
Entered daily at the Post Oftice, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission
as Second Class Matter.
ber and plywood mill residues get her and fasten them to
are used in the production of engine and we'll be iill set Ii
The Outstanding Civic Asset,' a Community
you have toolsr
is the tnt•ority of its Newspaper
wood products. — (.WS

Isn't It The Truth!

************************************
MAYFIELD, Ky. — 'Tis the week before Christmas
and all through state government a yuletide spirit
prevails. For the celebration of the most sacred and
special holiday of the year all offices of state
government -- in Frankfort and in all 120 counties
will participate in various ways, some with office
parties next Friday afternoon which will include the
exchanging of gifts.
Since Christmas and New Year's Day come on
Tuesday this time, almost all state employes will have
two of the longest paid weekends in several years. All
state offices will be closed Dec. 22-25 and Dec.
29-Jan. 1.
Kentucky's state policemen will be on the job
through both holiday weekends and they warn
motorists to "drive with extra caution and courtesy
during the holiday season."
Warren Southworth, state fire marshal, reminds
Kentuckians that December is the most dangerous
month for fires. Last year in December Kentucky
fires killed 21 persons, with most of those fires
resulting from carelessness involving artificial
Christmas trees, lighting and decorations.
*5*
year-old daughter Kelly
four
our
Joyce,
wife
My
Lynn and I wish for you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year. Frankly, our 10 month-old
daughter Krista Leigh isn't old enough yet to wish for
anything except lots of sleep, milk, baby food, dry
diapers, toys and the ability to walk without
assistance.
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-What did I do wrong Santa"
"No, I don't," Juniperperper
replied."What can I use?"
"Use the ones on the bench,"
Jasper replied. "That's what
they are there for. Now, lots of
luck. I must make my rounds
and I'm sure when I get hack
you'll have the toy fire engine
iesdp;r left. JuniperallNaVrenmtla
perper thought. "I sure hope I
do this right."
He got the wheels and placed
them.
He took the tiny steering
wheel and put it on the engine.
He attached the little siren
He placed the little red
flashing
tit looks good.- he
thought. Then he looked at the
shelf and saw a can of paint.
"Boy, oh. bin. I know what
I'll do," he thought. "I'll paint
the lire engine."
He reached over the bench
and got a brush and began to
paint.
He painted t he S% heels.
He painted the steering
wheel.
Ht ainied the siren.
He painted the light.
When he was finished he
lit4ed. at_ his work and
1Thin7likS bOali•
t hotight
ritIPA't41514i* islit he-so preuetaa
Filen Jasper came into the
newt. •
"My goodness." he ?Tiled.
"What happened here
.Jasper ran to the ted phone.

Daylight Saving Time -- that issue which caused a
storm of controversy in the 1968 and 1970 sessions
of the Kentucky General Assembly -- will be back
with us Jan. 6 unless Kentucky is exempted prior to
that time. President Richard Nixon signed the federal
act into law last Saturday, but his simultaneous
executive order allows states which fall into two time
zones (such as Kentucky) to seek an exemption.
Most people living in central and eastern Kentucky
don't like DST but it is supported by thousands of
people who live along the Ohio River in Ashland,
Newport, Covington and Louisville --mostly because
the neighboring states' being on the same time as
Kentucky is important to them.
A majority of western Kentuckians favor DST,
though some say they don't want it year-round.
5.5
How are Kentuckians viewing current issues? This
legislator polled 95 persons attending last Saturday's
Fulton Elks Club ladies' night banquet. A few of the
questions asked and the secret ballot results follow.
Are you in favor of restoring the death penalty? 81
yes, 14 no.
Are you in favor of year-round Daylight Saving
Time? 72 yes, 22 no.
Are you in favor of bargaining rights for public
employees? 38 yes, 56 no.
Are you in favor of legalized abortions during the
first six months of pregnancy? 59 yes, 33 no.
Do you believe President Nixon should resign? 34
yes. 59 no.

picked it up and said. "Santa
you better come over here right
away. We're having an emergency."
Lickity split. Santa ran to
the tin tire engine tactorF.
-What's
wrong, what's
wrong?" he said as he entered.
"My, oh. my,oh. my." Santa
said. "I've never seen anything
like that in my life."What did I do wrong.
Santa'." Juniperperper asked.
Well. Juniperperper."
House Bill 52 for the 1-974Wentucky legislature has
Santas aid. "For one thing. we
been pre-filed by state Rep. Tom Burch of Louisville
don't paint our hire engines
and its principal supporter is the Kentucky Kidney
black. They should he red.
And. another thing, we don't
Foundation. The bill provides for statements on the
paint over the light. And we
reverse side of motor vehicle and motorcycle
don't paint the siren or it
operators' licenses whereby persons can specify that
wouldn't work. And, the toy
all or a part of their body can be donated for research
fire engine should have four
or medical use after death.
wheels, not three.
"Oh, Juniperperper. I'm
Another bill ready for the next legislature would
sorry," Santa said. "But I
require a photograph of the driver on his operator's
don't think you're ready for the
license. This proposal has been defeated previously by
toy fire engine shop. ell her.
the General Assembly.
"Let's go hawk ti the house,
Beginning next March the Department of Public
and we'll see what we can do
Safety will begin mailing renewal reminders to all
tor tomorrow.'Well, you•re from the Magic
persons having operators' licenses in Kentucky. The
Snow Forest, so I bet you are an
new system will enable each license holder to
receive
expert on skiing. So tornairniw
a renewal notice before his or her birth month.
Until
I'll put you in the ski feetory! ,now
there ltasteen n9jda1& 55i**etreaea.._414.,u,15 regard
- NI •
and many forgetful drivers have found
evi you in the test are,. That
themselves
with expired licenies at embarrassing times.
means you'll ski all day.
Santa." luaiperStartinjoisitinonth applicants for drivers' licenses
Wrip:r said. Riii-fie realTy - both new and those for renewal •will receive from
didn't mean it. He didn't have the circuit clerks'
offices a preprinted permanent
the heart to tell Santa he
license instead of the customary temporary
couldn't ski.
one
issued pending a regular license.
MOn' torplelfrIlll
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Plans Underway For Restoration Of Hensley Settlement For 1976
Sherman Hensley and his
wife, Nicey Ann, reared 19
children on a Kentucky
mountain. When the children
married and started their own
families, their community
came to be known as Hensley
Settlement—a mountaintop
village reminiscent of pioneer
days.
The split-rail fences, log
cabins and subsistence farming
in the southeastern Kentucky
community were part of a way
of life that was, for the most
part, isolated from the changing
world of the Twentieth Century.
And the mountaineers of the
Gibbons and Hensley clans who
eventually predominated the
settlement,located in a 508-acre
flat atop rugged Brush
Mountain, had a lifestyle
geared to the ways of their
forefathers, that many thought
was ended when the settlement
was abandoned in 1951.
effort.
But
due
to
spearheaded by the National
Park Service, Hensley Set-
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away is Martin's Fork Cambackcountry
pground, a
campsite for hikers. A restored
cabin at this campsite, now
serving as a trail shelter, formally housed a mountaineer
family. It is located beside
crystal-clear Martin's Fork of
the Cumberland River, which
winds its way through thick
stands of rhododendron and
mountain laurel. Nearby is a
virgin tract of hemlock trees.
Located in Bell and Harlan
counties, Ky.,as well as in parts
of Virginia and Tennessee,
Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park is accessible by
Highway US-25E (in Kentucky
arid Tennessee) or US-58 (in
Virginia). Information about
historical tours, camping and
hiking in the park may be ob-

The merriest of seasons,
is here again, and
we've commissioned Santa
Claus to bring our
warmest greetings to you.
Thanks for your
continued patronage

Highlander Center
Central Shopping C,ente
753-

tlement, a part of Cumberland
Gap National Historical Park
since 1955, will be restored so
the mountaintop community
and its unique way of life that
existed for nearly 50 years will
not be lost.
According to Mike Stroch,
Chief of Interpretation for
Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park, the restoration
of Hensley Settlement is about
75 per cent complete. He indicated that there is still a great
deal of land clearing to be done,
and some more repair work.
Abandoned for almost 15 years,
much of the settlement was
completely grown up in foliage
when the restoration began in
1965. The target date for
completion, according to the
National Park Service, is 1976,
America's Bicentennial year.
Actual reconstruction and
restoration of buildings in the
settlement is being supervised
by Jesse Gibbons. He was born
in the settlement and has
working experience of the
mountaineers' building
techniques.
Each farm in the settlement
had, in addition to a cabin, a hog
house, barn, chicken house and
outhouse. The cabins were mudclinked, with walls up to eight
inches thick. Originally the
settlement was comprised of 28
buildings, almost entirely
surrounded by split-rail fences.
Other special buildings included a springhouse on Willie
Gibbons'farm,a smokehouse, a
community granary and a oneroom shcoolhouse. Brush
Mountain School, as it was
called, was started in 1912 and
was part of the Bell County
school system. Eight grades
were taught and during the 194142 school year a peak
enrollment 01 17 students was
reached.
The mountaineers of Hensley
Settlement had little contact
with the outside world, only
occasionally visiting nearby
Middlesboro or Pineville to pick
up mail, vote and periodically to
do some trading or shopping.
They purchased few foodstuffs,
mostly coffee, tea and spices.
For they grew corn, potatoes
and beans as primary crops.

And, in addition to these field
crops, almost every farm raised
hogs, sheep, chickens and
cattle, and had an orchard. Wild
game such as deer, squirrel,
turkey and rabbit were also
plentiful food sources. During
the
Bicentennial
year,
vegetable gardens will be
planted as in years past.
Although the mountaineers of
Hensley Settlement produced a
number of potentially sellable
items, their main source of
income was the sale of moonshine whiskey. Nearly every
man in the settlement operated
a still, running off up to 25
gallons at a time, with, as

county records show, little
interference from the law.
Plans for the restoration of
Hensley Settlement call for the
operation of a genuine moonshine still during the Bicentennial year, in the "spirit" of
mountaineer whiskey-making.
Access to Hensley Settlement
is now limited to foot travel,
although when resotratMn is
completed a road may be cut
along Shillalah Creek so those
who cannot walk up the
mountain can drive to the
settlement. •
Hensley Settlement is located
almost at the halfway point
along a famous hiking trail—the

Mischa Mokwa Adventure Trail
which follows the ridge of
Cumberland Mountain for a
distance of 21 miles from near
Cumberland Gap to Ewing,
Virginia, at the eastern boundary of the park. The mountain
village may also be reached via
a Cubbage, Ky., jeep road,
which is passable to four-wheeldrive vehicles, and the Caylor,
Va., trail which is restricted to
foot travel and horseback riding
only. During the summer, interpretive talks are given in
Hensley Settlement during trail
tours of the area.
Camping is not allowed in the
settlement, although a mile

tamed at the Visitor Center—
which houses Park offices, a
museum and an audio-visual
writing
by
display—or
Superintendent, Cumberland

Gap National Historical Park,
Box 840, Middlesboro,Ky. 40965.
The Visitor Center- is located
three miles south of Middlesboro on Highway US-25E,

•
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With most
sincere hopes
that peace and
happiness be
with us all.
Many thanks.

The ShoOcase
1617 121 By-Pa

Telephone 502-753-4541

More reason whyf3Ei Amer/car AlqjorAppliwwelialue!
Timed right for the holiday season —
Featuring an enormous selection of GE Applian e and
GE TV— great to give, great to get — and all
are great holiday values!

Big Freezer

WANTED: FUGITIVE
IN RED SUIT AND BEARD
This man was last seen violating all speed
limits, driving a sled-like vehicle pulled by
various animals Subject In question was rather rotund, clad in a red suit and cap, black
boots, has a white beard and was carrying a
large bag. He was heading north.
Due to his great speed and large sack, he
Ii wanted for atestioning. We have also been
notified that he has been spreading cheer and
good will. Reward for making contact with
this subject will be a Merry Christmas and
an Happy Nets Year.
Model 1E7.78

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US
when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs.
GENERAL

•
753-1340
CLINIC PHARMACY
Tommy Chrisp, R. Ph.
Darold Keller, R. Ph.

Model
CB-15DP
ELECTRIC 15 Cu. ft.

QUALITY-BUILT CHEST

Model WWA-84L0

e

GENERAL ELECTRIC 18-lb. 2SPEED FIL TER-FLO• WASHER
WITH MINI-BASKET • 5 wash temperature-rinse temperature combinations • Variable water-level
selections • Soak Cycle • Permanent Press/Poly Knit cycle'•
Delicate selection

FREEZER

• You can save time and money -buy in quantity. in season, when
prices are lower • Removable storage basket • Adjustable temperature control

Murray, Ky. 42071

Model DOE 720D-P

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
SENSOR CONTROL DRYER • 3
Cycles • 3 Temperature selections- Normal, Permanent Press/Poly
Knit, Delicate plus Air Fluff • Endof-cycle signal• Drum light — goes
on when door is opened.

ofilY $29888

only $228"

onig'23888

GENERAL ELECTRIC COUNTERTOP FAST-COOKING MICRO'WAVE OVEN • Cooks foods in
minutes, not hours • Frozen Foods
thaw quickly • No pots and pans
to scrub — cook on glass, ceramic,
plastic — even paper plates

GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE WITH
11-79 SELF-CLEANING OVEN SYSTEM • Oven cleans itself, electrically, automatically — including
inner oven door, window, even
surface unit reflector pans • Fastheating in-the-oven broiler

Range with New ,
Upswept Cooktop
LOOKS BETTER
AND
CLEANS EASIER!

MON.& TUES. ONLY
Colonel Sanders
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model Cle.2541
Model CSC 461

GENERAL ELECTRIC 4 CYCLE
CONVERTIBLE POTSCRUBBER
DISHWASHER • Portable now,
built-in later • Power-Scruh". for
Pots and Pans. Normal for everyday loads, Light Soil. Rinse and
Mild • Soft Food Disposer • Solid
Maple Cutting Board Top
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FEEDS 4

1113 Sycamore St., Murray

GENERAL ELECTRIC STAINLESS
DISPOSALL • FOOD WASTE DISPOSER • Ciwrosion Resist.int virlisally all nwt...iLthas
to WallY

Styled for you by General
Electric with easy-to-clean
upswept cooktop and familysize oven with removable
oven door. Features hi-speed
Calrodt surface units with
finger-tip pushhut ton controls

10 pieces chicken
pint cole slaw
pint potatoes
1/2 pint gravy
6 hot rolls

Only $16888

Murray, Ky.

Model U8-4106WO

i

MAIE1114ss stel4

• lwest-lock mounting •
resis.tant Impeller

I. 111-

GENERAL ELECTRIC 19 diagonal
100% SOUK)STATE PORTABLE
TV • GE Insta-Viewm • All Solid
State "Plus-70" UHF Glick-in Tuning =Window Readout • VHF
telescoping antenna, loop antenna
for UHF • Recessed
handle

GENERAL ELECTRIC 25" diagonal
100% SOLID STATE MODULAR
COLOR TV • One-Touch Color'
System—color pictures automat
Malty, at.the touch of a button •
AFC—Automatic Fine Tuning Con
troi • GE Insta-Colore Circuit

Only

$14888

Ake, .4,14,ble ,n Conternotwary %Jo
kf9f150%1P
or0,5, Amerocan

4,111.4,401VO
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Sail away
to Hawaii
with Santa

GRa. •
ejoice! HisToday,
as in
time, let
us rejoice and renew
faith at this Holy Season. Thank you.

Juanita's Flowers
1668 Ryan Ave.

753-3880

Season's best to you,this Christmas Day.
We appreciate the patronage shown to us.

Calloway County Farm Bureau
309 S. 5th

753-4703

Merry Christmas

Right up our alley!
Being able to wish our loyal friends ...
patrons season's best, sincere thanks.

CORVETTE LANES, Inc.
1415 Main

753-2202

Ecologists urge
Yule cleanup

This Christmas season ( or
next if you don't mind waiting) is the season to run away
to sea
Christmas on a cruise ship
is an experience like no other.
Depending on the cruise line
and the ports of call the
Christmas voyager can celebrate the holidays in the style
and customs of his choosing.
"Everything on board a
cruise ship is geared toward
Christmas," said Max Hall,
director of public relations for
Princess Cruises. "There are
trees, special activities and
entertainment,and,of course,
the usual Christmas dinner
with all the trimmings.
On Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day nondenominational religious services are
held," he said. "Like other
cruise ship lines we try to be
at sea during the actual holiday because we feel it makes
the entire occasion more
memorable."
According to Hall, Christmas on a Princess Cruise is
celebrated in the American
tradition with special holiday
performances staged by local
entertainers at each port .of
call.
For a Christmas experience
in the Old World style the P&O
British Cruise line celebrates
Christmas with a Dickensonian flare.
''Our Christmas dinner is in
the finest English tradition,"
said Bill Wright, a spokesman
for P810 Lines. "Scottish

B) PEGGY WALKER
Copley News Service

To all our
friends: Have
the very Merriest
Christmas. Many thanks

Stella Feed &
Seed, Inc.
753-1255

pipers herald the entrance of
each course. The main
courses include roast goose,
turkey and beef with boars'
heads.
'Highlight of the dinner is
the piping us the Haggis," said
Wright. "The Haggis is a delicious traditional Scottish dish
of spiced meat and oatmeal
that's cooked in a sheep's
stomach.
"There is always carol
singing and a variety of activities, P&O has been doing this
sort of thing for 130 years and
our staff takes great pride in
making it a family celebration for passengers and
crew.''
And how about a Swedish
Christmas'
George A. Sotir, vice president-sales for Royal Viking
Lines, says, "Nobody celebrates Christmas like the
Scandinavians!"
On board one of the RVI,
ships the Christmas voyager
is treated to an assortment of
yuletide traditions which are
steeped in Viking legends.
According to Sotir, RVL
ships are veritable forests
with decorated trees scattered throughout the ships. A
large, untrimmed tree graces
one of the lounges on each
ship awaiting the traditional
tree-trimming party Christmas Eve for passengers and
crew members

Merry Christmas
Best wishes of the
season, friends.
and grateful thanks

qA

714

s the glory of the
19°1Star
shines anew,
we greet you and
thank you warmly.

CENTRAL
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You like Christmas enough
but it's getting caught up in
the tinsel that gets you down?
You feel a little uptight
about throwing away the ton
of cards, paper, ribbons and
boxes that only yesterday
were brand spanking new?
And, considering the fact
the average American throws
away about five pounds of
trash on a normal day, the
additional paper pile-up at
Christmas makes you especially uneasy?
That's not to mention all
those empties from holiday
partying that add to the pollution problem — bottles, cans
and more bottles.
Well, no need to be bugged
about the litter. You can get
rid of your guilt feelings and
give the ecology movement a
charitable boost by eliminating the waste this Christmas,
ecologists say. One ecology
center has a list of dos and
don'ts, printed on recycled
paper ( what else?) for recycling the holiday spirit and
all the trappings. What's
more, you may even have fun
converting Christmas trash
into hobbies or games, selecting gifts that are eco-oriented
and by recycling useable leftovers. Those party bottles,for
example, can be whipped up
into environmental candle
holders, lamps or vases.
Chances are, you might even
get hooked on "environmentals." Here's how it works:
Start with shopping. Take
along your own bag to avoid
adding to paper waste. And
ride, bike, walk or join a car
pool for your own good and the
air's sake. Look for items that
are not overpackaged. Shop
garage sales.
Select gifts that will aid the
ecosystem: drip dry napkins,
organic cleaning products,
handkerchiefs, plastic glasses
for the bathroom, organic
cosmetics.
Make gifts from things
you'd ordinarily toss out:
scrap wood from cabinet
shops, spools, paper rolls,
containers, or give the
tents and instructions
older children.
4 Give things from
nature:
rocks, shells, organic food or
homemade cosmetics.
Give hotties: books and
equipment on glass cutting,
organic gardening, camping,
bird watching, needlework.
Give alternatives to life
style: scented candles to replace aerosol room sprays, a
shaving mug to replace electric razors, recycled paper
products.
Give a gift that never pollutes: your undivided attention, your confidence, your
enthusiasm, something of
yourself — a note that
promises you time for a lunch
date, a visit to the park.
As a holiday pollution solution, be selective with your
cards and wrapping items,
ecologists suggest.
Cut back on cards. Send
only to friends and relatives
far away. Make your own,
self-sealing kind, so that envelopes aren't needed.
Itnate money saved by not
buying cards to a good cause.
Save old cards for: decorating next year, making your
own cards,crafts for children,
or use the backs for grocery
lists and phone pads.
Reuse items from your
home for personalized gift
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wrapping,decorated bags,for
instance, or old road maps,
sheet music, your favorite
page of the newspaper. Try
fabrics for gift wrapping
Dishtowels are useful, colorful prints, reuseable. Tie it up
with recyclable yarn instead
of ribbon.
Help save the trees. Buy a
living Christmas tree and
plant it or donate it to a park
or school.

With most
sincere hopes
that peace and
happiness be
with us all.
Many thanks.

CLOTHES CLOSET
Southside Shopping Center

BOSTON OPERA
REPORTS STABILITY
BOSTON AP) — The Opera
Company of Boston held its annual meeting in October and
treasurer Augustine H. Parker
said that it has not been in as
strong a financial position in its
15 years as it is now.
President Laszlo J. Bonis
said one of the reasons is a
Ford Foundation grant.
Sarah Caldwell, artistic director of the corn party', announced plans for the coming season:
the American stage premiere of
Prolcofiev's "War and Peace,"
a new production of Massenet's
"Don Quixote," not performed
in the eastern U.S. since 1927,
Puccini's "Madama Butterfly"
aid Rossini's "The Barber of
Seville."

Wiggins Furniture
Highway 641 North
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Christnä
Jolly good greetings to all the
wonderful folks in our community. We hope
the spirit of this holiday season will abound
and the good fellowship we have enjoyed
with our customers continue.

(.(

Corn-Austin Co.
402 Main St.
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customers and
friends. Thanks
for your continued
loyalty and patronage.

Geafklickhgs
As the bells ring in
another Yuletide,
we extend oar greetings
best wishes to you with
Our note of thanks.

-Bel Air Shopping Center

Phone 753-8322

Roo!

Office Equipment &
Supplies 115 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-17,63

CHRISTMAS

May the peace and serenity.
.4thi:s haiiday amsdrtittlyou
with hearthside warmth.For your
kind

Er"
patronage;ourthanks.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN INC. •

800 Ch
Chestnut Street. Murray
Phone 753-8850
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Cancer
Victim
Gets M.D.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1973

Look in the section in which
OWENSBORO, Ky. (API —
Dr. David M. Heath has a med- your birthday comes and find
ical school diploma and an what your outlook is, according
"M.D." desk plaque under a to the stars.
tiny Christmas tree in his ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
apartment bedroom.
Get important matters out of
The desk plaque will never the way
by noon, if possible.
rest on a desk and Heath won't Certain planetary
restrictions
hang a shingle.
in the p.m. could bring about
He is dying of cancer.
After wanting to be a doctor
for most of his 34 years, Heath
says now he's "just hoping to
get through the holidays...I'm
hoping for all I can get.
"Though I won't be able to
practice medicine, I know now
that the opportunity was
there."
Heath says he has known he
had terminal cancer since he
had an exploratory operation in
May to discover the cause of
chest and back pains and
weight loss.
When I read the chart, I
pretty well knew what the results would be," he said. But!"
wasn't going to quit.. we just
had to make difference plans."
He told his fiance, Janice,
that he thought better of getting married.
"But Janice felt differently,"
he said.. She said she wanted
to. Here's one side of you saying no, the other side saying
she loves you and you love her,
be thankful for every day you
have together."
They were married June 17
"If it wasn't for her I might
have given up a long time
ago," Heath said.
Instead, he returned to medical school at the University of
Louisville to continue his studies, except when relapses
forced him to halt.
His successful efforts led to
his acceptance for a semester
of supplemental study at a neurological institute in Canada.
Now he won't be able to go.
Heath received his degree
last Wednesday after James
Gwinn and a few other senior U
of L medical school students
asked school officials to grant
it now rather than wait until
next May.
•
Heath, now down to 95
pounds from his former 170,
now spends most of his time in
bed. Occasionally he and his
wife visit friends.
"Were just living one day at
a time," he said. "I can't be
bitter. No one has a contract on
life
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delays, unexpected
tions.

interrup-

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Talks with superiors and ( or)
associates could be quite
revealing. Wholehearted
cooperation will be offered --freely and graciously.

GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
Precautions and prudence
must be your bywords now. Be
especially careful in business
transactions, experimentation
and personal relationships.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
A good day for closing
profitable deals or arriving at
accords which will make them
possible. Cut a few corners if
you can.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
Excellent prospects for
starting or developkng new
business associatioAs. An
unusual idea could spark an

j2,g

entirely different approach in
career matters, also.

fir1/4.N

V IR(,O
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Your intuition and good
judgment in familiai activities
could be a boon in certain
situations now. You COULD try
something new if so inclined,
but don't go beyond your depth.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Present planetary influences
suggest that you now take the
lead where you can to help in

straightening out situations
which could worsen through
neglect.

SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars in benefic aspect Rouse
yourself to that added effort
which brings sweet compensation for extra-curricular
work. Stay alert, aware
SAGITTARRJS
ef4r4P.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ,
People about you may seem
less open-minded and enthusiastic about your ideas now,
If you brush your metal grat- but with a bit of clever strategy,
er with salad oil before grating you CAN turn the tide.
cheese on it, the oil will help CAPRICORN
keep the cheese from sucking
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)

ld

YOU BORN TODAY are
New offerings indicated. Not
all should be accepted without endowed with a lively mind and
question. On the other hand, a fertile imagination. You also
don't pass up any without in- have a gift of words — a
tremendous asset, which you
vestigation.
can profitably exploit as a
AQUARIUS
=5r
writer, journalist, literary or
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar influences indicate dramatic critic; as a lawyer
changing trends in certain specializing in briefs, as a
areas. You won't like them all jurist, statesman or diplomat.
immediately, but many are You have other talents too, and,
better than they appear at first if such is your inclination, could
make a brilliant success in
glance. Study!
music, which would make a
PISCES
marvelous outlet for your
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Curb inclinations to ex- emotional forces. Medicine,
tremism and avoid the bizarre. salesmanship and banking
Strict conformists could would also be excellent career
misconstrue your actions — to choices. Birthdate of: Edward
M. Stanton, American jurist
your detriment,

15.-COL.41" MVO
.
•••(

A•C It0.CCCCC
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sugar-free
Pt
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ABERDEEN AGAIN
WANTS TO HOST
ABERDEEN, Scotland (AP)
— The Lord Provost's committee has unanimously recommended acceptance of an invitation to Aberdeen to host the
International Festival of Youth
Orchestras for the next three
years.
The invitation followed the
successful staging of the festival in August, when more than
1,000 young musicians, dancers
and singers from all over the
world attended the festival.
The provost's committee is
recommending that Aberdeen
corporation contribute $50,000
to the cost of the festival next
year, $75,000 in 1975 and $100,000 in 1976.

Countin' calories? Don't count up...
count down to new Sugar-Free Diet

The brightest star in the Visible constellation is Sirius.
The hottest recorded temperature is 136 degrees in
Al'Aziziyah, Libya, an Sept. 13,
1922.

For the Paperboy
When he stops to collect
this month, let him know he
really rates' Give him a
Jerry's gilt certificate
book—he II think you re
really great,(He might even
get the paper on the porch
the next day—
to say thanks
to you'

10
0
cht)its

-1`

Ss.IltbStrset

P

Pepsi-Cola. It's the lowest in calories of
the leading diet colas...only one lonely
calorie in 12 ounces! But when we took
out the calories, we didn't take out the
flavor.
This is the first sugar-free cola
with enough flavor to wear the name
Pepsi. So if you're countin'
calories, count all the way down
to 1 with new Sugar-Free Diet
Pepsi!

For a limited time, Regular Diet
Pepsi with sugar and Sugar-Free
Diet Pepsi may be available in this
and neighboring areas. Please read
package !abogine-carcfully.

PADUCAH,KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Peps,Co , INC., PURCHASE. N Y
BOTTLED BY THE RADUCAH BOTTLING CO
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Lakers And Tigers Face Rugged c1P0RTs
Opponents In Mayfield Tourney A. MURRAY
Kentucky High
TIMES

LEDGER

Laker Coach Jerry Conley
back injury.
By MIKE BRANDON
Lowes, sporting a 6-5 season Tigers have faced all season.
Last week, when the Comets said the fact that his team was slate, defeated the 4-6 Sym- Against Tilghman, Johnson
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
What teams can't win the handed Murray High its first ranked top in the Region and sonia ballclub Friday night 59- scored 23 points.
Mayfield Invitational Tour- setback of the season, Martin 16th in the state during the pre- 52.
John Dee and Jim Holland, a
nament? That might be the best scored 27 points and was the key season has hurt his ballclub.
In the final first round game
"At that time, we weren't at to be played at 8:45 Thursday, pair of 6-3 juniors, will start at
way to look at four-day event figure for the win for Coach
all ready for the number one Murray High will meet the the forward positions.
which begins Wednesday Tom Buchanan's team.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Inside strength for the ranking. Since then, we've been eighth-ranked team in the state,
Monday Night Tournaments
evening in the spacious, new
At the guard spots are 5-8
Comets comes from junior starting all over and we are just Bowling Green.
The seventh and eighth grade intermission advantage but had Christian County Invitational
Cardinal gymnasium.
6-0
senior Gaston Dillon and
With the probable exceptions Robert Martin and senior now beginning to get our feet on
Tournament
•
basketball teams at Murray to hold off a fourth period rally
The teams have played one
baseball star Kim Middle School extended their by Calvert City to keep the
First Round
of Lowes and Syrnsonia, who Thomas Jenkins, both returners the ground," Conley said.
common opponent, Paducah senior and
Kerby.
Conley said in order for his Tilghman.
perfect seasons to five games Murray unbeaten string intact. Christian County 78, Lyon
will meet in a first round game, from last season's team.
following
a
Murray High, 4-1
A problem for the Lakers this team to defeat the favored
Monday afternoon by claiming
six teams have good chances of
Frank Gilliam led the scoring County 75.
The Tigers took an 80-67 win
season has been the lack of Comets, the Lakers must take at Paducah two weeks ago while 71-59 Friday night win over a pair of wins over Calvert City. in the eighth grade game with 12 Louisville Male 87, Scottsville
taking this year's crown.
not be making any
Action will begin at 7 p.m. scoring depth.
In the seventh grade game, points and had 20 rebounds. Ken ao.
Bowling Green had to survive a Cairo, will
advantage of Wells to dominate
its game style, ac- the Tigers took a hard-fought 28- Perkins added six points while
changes
in
James Wells and Greg the rebounding.
comeback
to
:- Wednesday when host Mayfield,
InPaducah
Central
furious
Muhlenberg
Coach Bob Toon.
r!. who finished second to Calloway Howard are each averaging
36 win while the eighth grade Roy Richardson, in his first
vitational
win at home 81-80 this past cording to
"If we can stop them on their
County in the tourney held at approximately 21 points per offensive boards and let them
Semifinals
Friday.
We aren't going to pull any team held off a Calvert City varsity start, scored five in a
Lowes last year, will meet the game and after that, the next get just one shot, I think we'll
Bowling Green, who is tricks. We are a sound ballclub challenge in the final half for a fine effort.
Muhlenberg Central 59f Drakesman on the pole is freshman beat them," Conley said.
Hickman County Falcons.
presently 5-0 for the season, is on offense and defense and we 40-37 triumph.
The Tigers will be in action boro 55.
.
Mayfield, sporting a 6-0 guard Tommy Futrell who is
Calvert City, trailing by two
Conley said his ballclub will
the quickest team in the tour- are simply going to play solid
Central 85, South HopJan. 3 at Reidland for Is Warren
again
season mark and second-ranked averaging 8.4 points. The other run more in this match against
nament, speedier than Carlisle basketball and expect to come points, had a chance to tie the
kins
59.
last
the
of games. In
/• in the First Region,is fresh off a two starters, Randy Shelton and the Comets than they did in the
seventh grade game with no pair
County !!!
River Valley Conference
out a winner," Toon said.
meeting with Reidland, the Salt
51-48 escape at Calloway County Jesse Darnall, are averaging first meeting.
time left on the fourth quarter
Accordng to scouting reports,
Tourney
while
33-23
graders
won
seventh
Toon also said Bowling Green clock but a Wildcat player
4.4 and 3.0 points per game
Friday night.
We won't just open up and
the Purples have a fast break
Western
67, Portland
Sanai
a
57the eighth grade team took
Hickman County, the Region respectively.
literally try to run with them
better than that of the Comets. would be as good as any club the missed the front end of a bonus
63.
Christian
37 win.
title winner last year, is
As a team, the Lakers are but we are going to move the
free throw situation and the
In the game against Tilgh- Tigers have met this season.
Taylorsville 85, Bardstown
Doors will open at the gym- Tigers escaped with the win.
currently 5-4 for the season. The averaging 63.4 while their op- ball more than we did in the last
Seventh Grade
man, Bowling Green worked
Bethlehem 76.
Cardinals and the Falcons will ponents are scoring at a rate of game," Conley added.
Murray led by three points at Calvert City
3..11..4...8-24I
inside and used its great board nasium 6 p.m. each night with
Monday Night Games
selling
for
two
game.
chairs
be playing each other for the 59.1 points per
The final day of opening
the end of the first period but Murray
strength to wear down Tilgh- reserved
Catlettsburg 61, Ezel 55.
dollars, adult general ad- trailed by three at the end of the
first time of the season.
round action will begin at 7 p.m.
man in the final seconds.
Henry County 86, Eminence 68.
Murray 1281 — Cohoon 2,
.Defending champion
Thursday when Lowes and
Gordon Johnson. a 6-5 senior, mission $1.50 and students with half and by one at the end of the Sims 4, Hopkins 2, Harcourt 7,
dollar.
identification,
one
Calloway County will play in the
will be the toughest center the
Symsonia lock horns.
third period.
Taylor 4, Gibbs 2, Alexander 2,
second game of Wednesday's
Coach Lee Hook praised the Kursave 2, Perry 3, Denham,
opening round and will meet_
efforts of reserves Greg CoBoone, A. Wilmer and B.
top-ranked Carlisle County.
Miss.
HARRIESBURG,
boon, Kim Sims, Alan Gibbs,
Warner.
The Lakers, who are 3-4 for (AP)—Junior Arch Johnson hit
John Alexander and Craig
Eighth Grade
the season, hosted Carlisle two free throws with 21 seconds
Perry who had a large part in
Calvert
County in November and remaining and junior James
7...4..17..11-37
the win.
By MIKE BRANDON
dropped a 6745 match.
. 15. 11..$-40
Washington added another to
Ed Harcourt paced the Murray
Carlisle County is the break a deadlock and give
Sports Editor
Richardson
5,
Murray (48) —
scoring for the seventh graders
quickest team in the Region and Morehead State University a
with seven points and pulled Henry 2, Wilson 3, Thurman 2,
will take advantage of its speed 87-92 victory over the UniverGarland 3, Harrison 3, Gilliam
down 15 rebounds.
of its devasting full court press sity of Southern Mississippi
Murray State basketball coach Cal Luther
Kinsey is featured in the latest issue of
In the eighth grade game, the 12, Perry 4, Perkins 6, Mathis,
and its fast break, to wear down Monday night.
Sport Magazine.
was in Tulsa last night and saw Oral Roberts'
Tigers stretched a two point Utley, Boyd, Bumphis and
taller opponents.
80-70 win over Eastern Kentucky.
Morehead cashed in 31 of 37
first period lead into a 24-11 Bayless.
The Comets have one of the free throws enroute to the vicPairings for the Paducah Tilghman
Luther was scouting the Titans in hopes
. top guards in the Region, 5-8 tory before a sparse crowd of
the Racers make it into the championship
Tournament, which begins Dec. 26, have been
Gift wrapped,
senior John Martin who missed 1,300.
game in the Oral Roberts Classic this.
released.
in Packs and Boxes
the Carlisle County game with
weekend in Tulsa
In Wednesday's games, Union County and
Southern outscored the visCalloway County because of a iting Eagles 40-33 from the field
GIVE
The Racers meet Rhode Island Friday
Calloway County play at 7 p.m. while Carlisle
BOSTON (API — A record the Baltimore Orioles posted a
night while the host Titians play Los Angeles
County and St. Mary play in the nightcap.
number of 20-game winners and 22-9 record and led the league
but could manage only 12 of 26
State The two winners meet Saturday for the
the most no-hitters in 11 years with a 2.40 earned run average.
charity tosses. Southern hit 51.4
America's Largest Selling Cigar
In Thursday games, North Marshall and
championship.
taire the official 1973 Ameri- Palmer has won 20 or more totper cent from the outside, while
Mayfield meet while Central City and TilghAccording to the Carr Ratings, Oral
Morehead shot 46.8 per cent.
can -League pitching records four consecutive years.
man close the first round play.
Roberts is the top team in the tournament
Southern took a 43-42 lead
announced today by President
with a power rating of 86.4 while the Racers
Joe Cronin.
into the dressing room at halfFor fans wondering why Murray High was
are rated second with a 74.3. Los Angeles
Twelve pitchers hit the
time but Morehead came out
not invited to the tournament, Tiger coach
State has a ranking of 72.6 while Rhode Island
charmed 20-victory mark, bethot and ran off a six-point lead
Bob Toon has Use answer.
is rated 67.2.
tering the record of 10 for a 12• has minutes into the second
-The reason we were not invited is because
Steve Barrett, who pulled a hamstring
team league in 1971. The old
half to make the score 57-51.
A OR In Good Tuts
we did not have enough fans in attendance
muscle in Saturday's win over California
eight-team record also was 10,
Southern rallied to tie the
last season and tournament officials thought
State, will make the trip to Tulsa but will
score at 92-92 before Moreset in 1907 and equalled in 1920.
For the Youngsters
by
inviting
more money could be brought in
A very special dollar present
probably not be playing.
Nolan Ryan of the California
head's Johnson and Washington
Kids will love to give and get
Between the two, you know what's needed. You know
some other school," Toon said.
Freshman Grover Woolard, who scored 16
Angels set a major league
ran off a half dozen more
Jerry s merry money tokens
your business, he knows his insurance. You know your
"I urge all of the Murray High fans to atpoints in a beautiful performance Saturday,
record by striking out 383, one
points to take a commanding
A hit with the junior set,
key people. your P&L. He knows his pensions and profittend the Mayfield Tournament Thursday
will start along with Darnell Adell at the
lead in the final moments.
more than Sandy Koufax of the
sharing. You know your tax bracket. He knows the new
gym
Green.
The
play
Bowling
night
when
we
guard
position.
by
Ted
free
thorovrs
Los
Two
Angeles Dodgers in 1965.
breaks that have come through. So, when it comes to your
holds a little over 4,000 and there will be
Henry Kinsey, recovering from an
Ryan also hurled two of four
company insurance, bekusinesslike. Talk to the Integon
Hund1ey gained the final mareveryone,"
available
for
of
parking
plenty
Listener.
operation, will be back sometime early next
no-hitters in the American
gin•
TOM added.
month.
League in 1973. Others were by
Top scorer in the ball game
was Johnson, who riddled the
rookies Steve Busby of Kansas
City and Jim Bibby of Texas.
nets on 11 of 16 fielders and finished with 27 points. Leonard
Right-hander Jim Palmer of
Coulter added 25 for Morehead
901 Sycamore Phone 753-8355
and was the game's top rebounder with 15. Eugene Lyons had
14 for Morehead.
Top point gainer for Southern
was Ronnie Malone with 25.
By JOE EDWARDS
and I feel we do a pretty good
Sy The Associated Press
Sophomore Greg Prater came
The Wolfpack's other score
Associated Press Writer
job of that.
EAST
off the bench to get V, while
was a 33-yard field goal by Ron
Duquesne 88, Athletes in Ac
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP) —
"We
wanted
to
do
several
Steve Greene added 15. Top
76
Stan Fritts, who once made an things in the this game: punish Sewell. Kansas scored on lion
Providence 78, Niagara 74
Southern rebounders were Maunassisted triple play, is the their receivers, not give the passes covering 12 yards from
lone and Casey price with 12
So. I2Ih Street
SOUTH
right man in the right spot deep one, force Jaynes to go to Jaynes to Robert Miller, a 12S. Florida 88, Tenn_ Tech 84
each.
yard run by Miller and a 28even in football.
his secondary receivers and
Florida
109,
C. Missouri 72
yard field goal by Mike Love
Marshall 96, N.0 A&T 85
Fritts scored two touchdowns keep him contained."
Virginia
Tech
68, Ohio St. 67
and was the mainstay in North
E. Tenn, 68, Georgia St. 56
Carolina State's ball-control ofCreighton 99, Brigham Young
fense Monday night as the
Grambling 9/, Wiley 83
Wolfpack blitzed Kansas 31-18
Oral Roberts BO, E. Ky. 70
Why Order From
in the nationally televised LibOut of Town
MIDWEST
erty Bowl football game — the
San Jose 80, N Dakota St 73
first of the major bowls.
LSU New
Orleans
86,
E
Michigan 83
"We honestly believed we
DePaul
94,
Hayward
St
63
WANT LIST
could run against them," said By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS is now 2-2 and Ohio State is 2-3.
Steve Knight
David King
BROOMS
Bob Rousse, Dist
Bobby Stevens shot Virginia
SOUTHWEST
Fritts, who made the rare
Marvin Barnes and freshman
Rice 93, Hou. Baptist 89
Push Brooms all types)
triple play two years ago as a Tech to victory over Ohio State Bob Cooper scored 20 points
Arizona St. Be Cincinnati 70
Supply Store
Corn Warehouse Brooms
Senior League third baseman. Monday night strictly on orders apiece as Providence handed
We specialize in group Life & Health; Pension
Dust Getter Upright
FAR WEST
from
his
coach.
To Your Door
"We could run against anyNiagara its first loss of the...seaUtah St. 74, Colo. St. 67
"I told him at halftime, he son. Barnes clinched the victobody."
Chico St. 83, Montana St. 90
MOPPING PRODUCTS
Gonzaga 87, Lewis-Clark St
& Profit Sharing Plans for all businessmen.
Fritts, a fullback considered had to establish himself as a ry with a three-point play with
Mop Buckets
65
too small to play major college point-shooter," said Tech Coach just six seconds left.
California
66,
Seattle
63
Mop Wringers—Press
football just three years ago, Don Devoe. "When he finally
Cincinnati, which lost for the
Portland 88, Santa Clara 84
Mop Handles
14)
smashed his way for 83 yards hit two or three from the out- first time in six outings, fell be- 63Stanford 69, St. Mary's, Calif
Mop Heads ( Rayon-Cotton
side, it opened up the inside for hind at the half and never seMonday night in 18 carries.
Nev.-Las Vegas 58, Wash •
Stick Mops
A 6-foot-1, 205-pound junior
rioulsy challenged Arizona St U 17
Dust Mops Industrial )
from Oak Ridge, Tenn., who
Stevens collected 14 of his State. Reserve Gary Jackson
first enrolled at Murray State game-high 18 points in the sec- paced the Sun Devils with 21
FLOOR MAINTENANCE
in Kentucky, he scored on runs ond half as the Gobblers regis- points while Jesse Jemison netAll purpose Cleaners
of two and eight yards.
tered a 68-67 victory. The 5- ted V for the Bearcats.
Wax Strippers
His eight-yard run came in foot-10 senior got most of his
In other top games, Duquesne
Floor Sealers
the third quarter and put the buckets shooting over the Buck- beat Athletes in Action 88-76;
ANTI-FATIGUE
Floor Finishes or Wax
Wolfpack ahead 17-10 — a lead eye's 6-foot-9 Wardell Jackson. Marshall trimmed North CaroMATS-RUNNERS
Carpet Cleaners
they never relinquished.
FLOOR MACHINES
There were just two mem- lina MET 96-85; Creighton
Floor Machines
VACUUMS
North Carolina State, finish- bers of the top 20 in action. No. dumped Brigham Young 99-86;
1006 Chestnut
Phone 753-6034
ing the season 9-3, increased 9 Providence held off Niagara Rice downed Houston Baptist
REST
ROOM
MAIN.
SERVICE STATION
ColoUtah
State
defeated
93-89;
78-74 and No. 20 Cincinnati sufthe
lead
to
31-10
in
the
fourth
TENANCE
AUTO CLEAN UP SUPPLIES
Owners and Operators .. .
ALBERT NICHY, JIMMIE TUCKER
quarter on a 12-yard run by fered its first loss, 88-78 to Ari- rad* State 74-67; California
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
topped Seattle 66-63; Portland
Charley Young and on a pass zona State.
Bowl Cleaners
shaded Santa Clara 88-84; and
interception by freshman defenThe Buckeyes held a 51-43
Bowl Brushes
sive
tackte
Jim
Henderson,
who lead midway through the sec- Nevada-Las Vegas trimmed
Bowl—Urinial Deodorants
To Churches
Washington State 58-47.
returned it 31 y,ards for the ond half but Stevens
Wall Block Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
and
score.
Charlie
Spray Room Deodorants
Thomas brought the
FOOTBALL .
Institutions
The Wolfpack victory over- Gobblers to a tie at
Lotion Hand Soap
57, and
Govt. Agencies
EL PASO, Tex. — Gil Barshadowed the brilliance of Craig Lieder's three-point play
r,at
Soap Dispensers
taa14-4,7 .
Dave - Jayr.z...,
- - 7,•'.a.-,..-,ais2- -0,:.:- will' tat-over three minutes
Towel'Cabinets
• Mine uay Ot Not
re- Texas A&M University, was
knerirful quarterback, viho hit raainlug put deem on
Pfspfsf
'
'Lop (or hired as head coach at the UM,
24 of 38 passes for 218 yards good. Jack Wolfe's
layup with versitY of Texas-El Paso.
and one touchdown. Kansas two seconds left cut
WINDOW MAINTENANCE
Tech's fiLOS ANGELES — Jim
closed at 7+1.
nal margin to one point
Glass Cleaners
"Red" Williams, football coach
"We're
not
real
fancy," WolfLieder finished with 16 points at Rio Hondo College, was
Window Squeegees
pack Coach Lou Holtz said. and Thomas 14 Gary
Window Brushes
Repella named head coach at Los Ange"We just try to run at people, ttpped Ohio State with 12
Tech les State.

Middle School Fives
Keep Perfect Slate

School Results

1
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I

Morehead Takes
97-92 Victory

Timeout With Brandon

1

Pitching Stats Released

dry's
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Business insurance
takes two businessmen.
You and the Listener.

Former Murray State Recruit
Stan Fritts Leads Wolfpack

Try Murray First

PROLICHErt1

Call 753-8245

David King & Associates
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Special Discount

I

Would like to Thank the People of
Murray for their Grand Reception
--and
•
Wish Each' and Every One a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year
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Bruins Unanimous Pick cPORTS
F
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By HOWARD SMITH
Associated Press Sports Writer
UCLA, fresh from a convincing victory over the latest
pretender to its college basketball throne, is a unanimous
choice for the top spot in the
weekly Associated Press poll.
The Bruins ran their winning
streak to 79 games Saturday
before a national television audience by thumping North
Carolina State 84-66. It was the
first loss in 30 games for the
Wolfpack and tumbled them
from second in the poll to fifth.
UCLA, 4-0 this season, piled
up all 55 first-place votes and
1,100 points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters.
Maryland, which lost to the
Bruins by a single point earlier
in the season, moved up from

fourth to second with 841
points. The Terps, 2-1, made
Georgetown, D.C. their latest
victim by a 115-83 count.
Notre Dame, coming off a 7367 triumph over Indiana,
jumped from sixth to third with
781 points. The Irish are 5-0.
North Carolina, 4-0, moved up
one spot to fourth with 759
points after easy victories over
Kentucky and East Tennessee
State.
North Carolina State, 2-1
after the loss to UCLA, got 661
points.
Marquette, raising its record
to 5-0 with a 68-50 decision over
Minnesota, was up one spot to
sixth. Indiana, 4-1, fell from
third to seventh after losing to
Notre Dame. Louisville, 4-1
after topping Florida State 9078, advanced one place to
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Knicks Take Sixth
Consecutive Game
HOUSTON (AP) — The New
York Knicks toyed with the
Houston Rockets like an impish
cot for_21.4 periods and then
clawed out a 109-97 National
Basketball Association victory
Monday night.
The Knicks, who won their
sixth straight game, surged
ahead in the early going only to
let the Rockets close a 14-point
margin to 51-46 at halftime.
The Rockets continued
scrapping in the third quarter
and actually took the lead for
nine seconds — their only advantage of the game — before
Walt Frazier & Co. took charge
again.
The game had center stage in
pro basketball for the night. It
was the only one scheduled in
either the NBA or rival American Basketball Association.
"I enjoyed the way I played
tonight," said Frazier, who led
all scorers with 72 points. "I
forced only a couple of shots
and I played pretty good defense. We got behind going oneon-one. So we started setting
picks and got back in the
game."
Houston took a brief 58-56
lead with 6:46 left in the third
quarter on a three-point play

Oral Roberts
Whips Eastern

by Mike Newlin.
Frazier quickly tied it for the
Knicks, Phil Jackson hit two
straight baskets and New York
went on to outscore Houston 122
to start the fourth quarter.
Dave DeBusschere had six
points at the half and finished
with 16, scoring heavily in the
fourth quarter as the Knicks
pulled into a decisive lead.
The victory allowed the
Knicks to gain one-half game
on the Boston Celtics in the
NBA's Atlantic Division. Houston, which lost its fourth
straight, dropped into a tie with
Cleveland for last place in the
Central Division.
Bradley got open for 26 points
and Jackson finished with 15.
Rudy Tomjanovich scored 28
for Houston, Calvin Murphy
added 26 and Newlin contributed M.

Poll

eighth.
Providence, 3-1 with a loss to
Western Kentucky and wins
over San Francisco and Austin
Peay, dropped from eighth to
ninth. Alabama, 3-0 after whipping Virginia Tech 75-64, moved
up from 13th to 10th.
Long Beach State, 4-1, is
eleventh, Memphis State, 6-1, is.
12th and Kansas State, 5-1, is
13th.
Rounding out the top twenty
are Arizona, 5-1, in 14th; South
Carolina, 4-0, 15th; Southern
California, 4-1, 16tt; Vanderbilt, 6-0, 17th; Syracuse, 3-0,
18th; Jacksonville, 4-1, 19th,
and Cincinnati, 3-1, in 20th.
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 2018-16-14-12-109-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-):
1. UCLA 551
4-0 1,100
2. Maryland
2-1 841
3. Notre Dame
5-0 781
4. N. Carolina
4-0 759
5. N. Car St.
2-1 661
6. Marquette
5-0 604
7. Indiana
4-1 526
8. Louisville
4-1 346
9. Providence
3-1 299
10. Alabama
3-0 227
11. Lng Bch St
4-1 206
12. Memphis St
6-1 18V
13. Kansas St.
5-1 145
14. Arizona
5-1 126
15. S. Carolina
4-0 114
16. Southern Cal
4-1
81
17. Vanderbilt
6-0
66
18. Syracuse
3-0
60
19. Jacksonville
4-1
51
20. Cincinnati
5-0
33
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically:Arizona State,
Austin Peay, Bowling Green,
Cal-Santa Barbara, Centenary,
Clemson, Kansas, Kentucky,
Michigan, Missouri, Mississippi, Nevada-Las Vegas,
New Mexico, Ohio University,
Oklahoma, Oral Roberts, Penn,
St. Bonaventure, San Francisco, Tennessee, Texas Tech,
Utah, Wake Forest, Western
Kentucky, Wisconsin.

Wesleyan Slips Past
Evansville Monday
Kentucky Wesleyan slipped
by Evansville 22-81 Monday
night as Jyronna Ralston sank
a 25-foot jump shot with 14 seconds left to help Wesleyan to its
fifth straight win.
Wesleyan was ahead by five
points at intermission, with
Evansville trailing most of the
first half.
Evansville surged into the
lead with 7:48 left in the game,
however, and the lead changed
hands eight times after that before Ralston's basket pulled
Wesleyan out of an 81-80 deficit
and insured the victory.
Mike Darrett grabbed 12
rebounds and led all scorers
with 24 points for the victors,
and Ralston added 23. Jerry
Corrad and Irvin Graves paced
Evansville with 14 points each.
In other basketball action,
Morehead State University defeated Southern Misissippi 97-92
at Hattiesburg and Oral Roberts University held off a second-half Eastern Kentucky rally for an 80-70 win at Tulsa.
Morehead State connected on
31 of 37 free-throw tries—including five of six in the last 45
seconds—and took its second
victory on a three-game trip
through the South.
The final free-threw rally
broke a 92-all tie, in a game
where the teams traded the
lead repeatedly.
Morehead's Arch Johnson put
in 27 points, with 11 of 16 attempts from the floor. Center
Leonard C,ouiter added 25 and
had a game-high 15 rebounds.
Morehead Missed only six of
37 free-throw tries, while Southern Miggicsippi made only 12 of
26 attempts. The host team had
a 49-48 rebounding edge, and

outshot Morehead 51 per cent to
47. Ronnie Malone lead Southern Mississippi with 25 points.
Oral Roberts University held
off a second-half Eastern KenDec. 22
tucky rally after the visitors
Tangerine Bowl
awakened from a 48-31 deficit
at Gainesville, Fla.
with only 15:58 left to play.
Miami, Ohio, 10-0, vs. FloriEastern, paced by Rick Stan- da, 6-4, 8 p.m., EST.
sel and Robert Brooks, reDec. 25
turned to narrow the deficit to
Shrine Bowl
52-46 with 11:10 left. But after a
At Miami, Fla.
time-out, Oral Roberts scored
North vs. South, 8 p.m., EST,
the next eight points and East- Hughes TV.
ern Kentucky never recovered.
Dec. 28
Oral Roberts' Sam McCants
Peach Bowl
scored 13 points in the first 20
at Atlanta
seconds, then added 12 more in
Maryland, 8-3, vs. Georgia, 6the second half to lead all 4-1, 8 p.m., EST, Mizlou TV.
Dec. 39
scorers.RonBrownandStansel
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl
each had 19 points for Eastern,
and Brooks added 16.
at Houston
Tulane,9-2,vs.Houston,10-1,
The loss was the third for
4:05 p.m., EST, ABC-TV.
Eastern, against one win.
Gator Bowl
at Jacksonville, Fla.
Texas Tech, 10-1, vs. TenNew General Manager
nessee, 84, 8 p.m., EST, ABCTV.
Sun Bowl
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
at El Paso, Tex.
Bob Miller has expanded his
Auburn, 6-6, vs. Missouri, 7-4,
jobs and his horizons.
1 p.m., EST, CBS-TV
Miller, the coach of the PhilaShrine Bowl
delphia Atoms of the North
at San Francisco
American Soccer League, has
East vs. West, 4 p.m., EST,
taken over as the general man- Hughes TV.
ager of the team in the wake of
Dec. 31
Bob Ehlinger's resignation Last
Sugar Bowl
month
at New Orleans
Miller, who will continue to
Notre Dame, 10-0, vs. Alacoach, says he took on the bama, 11-0, 8 p.m.'EST, ABCadded jobs ''more as a chal- TV.
lenge" than for financial gain."
Jan. 1
During the team's first year,
Rose Bowl
the Atoms won the league
at Pasadena, Calif.
championship last season, and
Ohio State 9-0-1, vs. Southern
Miller wants more fans to come California, 9-1-1, 5 p.m., EST,
see the team in its games at NBC-TV.
Veterans Stadium.
Cotton Bowl
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TULSA, Okla. ( AP)—Guard
Sam McCants, with 25 points,
led the Oral Roberts Titans as
they defeated Eastern Kentucky University, 80-70, in an
error-filled game here Monday
night.
In the ragged contest which
saw the teams commit a total
of 58 turnovers and 48 fouls, the
Titans led all the way. ORU
had 24 fouls and 31 turnovers.
ORU reeled off 10 straight
points in the first half and took
a 37-23 halftime lead over the
Colonels. The Colonels were led
by sophomore guard Carl
Brown who had 19 points.
Dwayne Fox, a forward for
the Titans, led all rebounders
with 12. Greg McDougald, senior forward for ORU chipped in
with 19 points and 11 rebounds.
ORU now has a 4-1 record
while Eastern Kentucky's
record is 1-3.

sic4.410
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A Glance

The

AssociatedAt
Press
at Dallas
NCAA Playoffs
Texas, 8-2, vs. Nebraska, 8-2Championship
Division II
1, 2 p.m., EST, CBS-TV.
Camellia Bowl
Orange Bowl
at Sacramento, Calif.
at Miami
Western
34,
Lousiana Tech
Louisiana State, 9-2, vs. Penn
Kentucky 0
State, 110, 8 p.m. EST, NBCTV.
Dec. 18
Jan 5
Blue-Grey Classic
Hula Bowl
at Montgomery, Ala. ,
at Honolulu
North vs. South, 8 p.m., EST,
East vs. West, 4:10 p.m. EST,
Mizlou TV.
ABC-TV.
Dec. 21
Jan. 6
Fiesta Bowl
All-American Bowl
at Tempe, Ariz.
at Tampa, Fla.
Pittsburgh, 6-4-1, vs. Arizona
North vs. South, 1:30 p.m.,
State, 10-1,8 p.m., EST, Mizlou
EST, MizIou TV.
TV.
By

Saturday 7:30-5:00

ehone+53-3
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Survey Shows American Priests
Display High Celibacy Observance
NEW YORK ( AP) — Many
Roman Catholic priests occasionally go out with women socially, according to an official
church study. But American
priests display high responsibility about sticking to their
vows of celibacy, the author
says.
The Rev. Eugene C. Kennedy, a priest-psychologist of Chicago's Loyola University, says
that, while some priests share
the sexual immaturities common to American men, "there
is not a great deal of breaking
celibacy or abusing it among
priests.''
His comments, and some concern registered in the church,
came in reaction to a recent ar-

tide in Newsweek magazine
saying "thousands of U.S. Catholic priests are experimenting
with what they call 'the third
way."
This was described as a
"priestly life-style that includes
personal relationships with
women leading sometimes to
sex but seldom to marriage."
Father Kennedy, author of an
extensive psychological study
of priests commissioned by the
church's American bishops,
said in a statement issued
through the Washington, D.C.,
Information office of the U.S.
Catholic Conference:
'I must disassociate myself
from the over-all impression
created by the article on

priests' dating. It makes it
seem that many American
priests are abusing their vow of
celibacy and leading sleazy and
hyptalitical lives.
"This is not true of men who,
according to the extensive research I have conducted, keep
their religious promises and try
to approach all human relationships with integrity and responsibility."
The church information office, in issuing the statement,
also included resumes of the
psychological inquiry, published
in 1971, as part of the bishops'
extensive study of the priesthood.
It shows about half the coun-

Page
try's priests occasionally go out
with women socially but only
as part of a group in 90 per
cent of the cases. Only 10 per
cent of them occasionally go
out with women "as a couple."
The younger clergy are somewhat more likely to go out with
women "as a couple" — 14 per
cent of them.
Father Kennedy, who was
quoted in the Newsweek article,
says he respects the competence of Newsweek religion
editor Kenneth Woodward but
feels the article focused too
much on isolated cases of immature behavior on the part of
the priests.
"This is not true of the ma}ority of priests," he said in a
National Catholic News Service
story widely published in diocesae papers this week.
Kennedy says his point was
that "priests take human relationships seriously, and that
makes them like other men."

Printing License
Tags Hits Snag

As lay and laughter fill the air during the
Christmas season, we wish to take a
moment to add our best wishes and thanks

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Plans
calling for a special bicentennial license tag commemorating the state's 200th
anniversary have run into an
unexpected snag.
Philip Veno, director of
Prison Industries for the state's
Bureau of Corrections, said
recently that a shortage of steel
and paint, brought on by the
energy crisis, has crippled
production of the special plates
at the state reformatory at
LaGrance.
Despite the shortage, the
special tags will be supplied to
all 120 of Kentucky's counties by
Jan. 1, Veno said, however, that
each county will receive a
reduced number of plates. In
all, some 105,000 requests had
been made statewide.
for
County,
Jefferson
example, placed an order
earlier this year for 10,000 of the
special plates, but now is expected to receive only 2,000.
The special tags are to be sold
through each county's bicentennial committee at $2. each.
The shortage of materials is
not expected to delay delivery
of the 1974 truck and passenger
vehicle license tags. Although
there has been a delay in paint
shipments, Veno said, all
regular plates will be shipped in
tirne to meet the Jan. 1 sale date
as set by law.
With all regular gas and a
limited number of special plates
being prepared for shipment,

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
207 S. 3rd PLUMBING & ELECTRIC CO' 753-5341

Ding-Ding-Dong
Ring the Bell
All Is Well
Get your Gift Subscriptions
from the Ledger & Times
Phone 753-1916
A Gift Card will be sent

invites you to

Veno said that he now is concerned about meeting state tag
requirements for 1975.
"Bids for the 26-gauge steel
needed to make the plates were
sent out on Oct. 17 and Nov. 8,
but we still have no replies and
no suppliers," he added.
Veno has submitted a request
to state purchasing officials for
aluminum as a substitute for
steel.
"It takes 1.5 million pounds of
steel to produce 2 million
license plates, but we would
need only 400,000 pounds of
aluminum to make the same
number of tags," he said.
He said that aluminum might
be more readily available,
however, it also costs more than
steel, a factor which must also
be considered in planning for
1975 production deadlines.

SO MUCH SALT
DRAWS TOURISTS
BUCHAREST, Romania
(AP)
— At Slanic in the Carpathian
Mountains north of here, a
sparkling white mountain of
salt rises among the other
peaks.
The mountain was pushed up
in a convulsion after receding
seas left deposits of salt milbans of years ago. The Carpathians we lined with underground salt deposits.
The salt mountain has been
mined since the 17th centiry
and is now visited by tourists.
Rain has eroded the sides into
fantastic shapes and patterns.
A lake by the mountain is enclosed in salt walls which resernble colored
glass or
mar hi e.
SWEET SOUNDS
AROUND WORLD
WHIPPANY, N.J.(AP)--In-,
1972, overseas sales of U.S.made
coinciperated
phonograph
machines — formerly called
juke boxes — were up 17 per
cent over 1971, from $18,600,000
to $21,800,000.
This year, according to Earl
C. Ramsey, president of Rowe
International Inc., a manufacturer of the machines, sales are
expected to hit $25 million for a
gain of 14 per cent over 1972.

Ann Herbert
SUNDAYS 1 'TIL 6

OPEN NIGHTLY 'TIL 9:30
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Chestnut St
753-2571

ST.LOUIS
Attractive accommodations — finest
downtown location for business or
pleasure. Ideal for traveling businessmen, government employees and tourists. A few steps to offices, department
stores, Gateway Arch, Spanish Pavillion,
Busch Memorial Stadium.
WHERE EMPLOYEES ARE NAPPY TO SERVE YOU.
Public meeting rooms for conventions
and banquets. Most reasonable rates
of major downtown hotels. Inquire today.
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FREE
PARKING
Superb
Drning
Crichtat
lounge

We're ringing in the holiday season
(
4
J1
with the best, of wishes for you and yours
" And a hearty thank you to our faithfulpatrons

EIGHTH AND PINE STREET
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Dor-Mae Fashions
Murray, Ky.

Dixieland Shopping Center

Arm fferbert
Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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FIRST QUALITY

First Quality

Famous Make

Co-Ordinates

SLACKS
TIGHTS

'199
Reg. '10"

Price
or less

Polyester in Prints,
Plaids, Solids

Misses and Juniors Sizes

UNBELIEVABLE VALUE!

REGISTER FOR

SWEATERS
KNIT TOPS

Gift Certificate

Reg. sr° -

TO BE

Choose Acrylics, Cotton
Knits, Blends,
Famous Makers.

Given Away
If Perfect '25" to '35"

SUNDAY

BEAUTIFUL

FIRST QUALITY

DRESSES

BLAZERS
ea.
Reg. '14°' to '220'
Polyesters, Acrylics
and Blends

If Perfect
Reg. To '25"
Jackets and Slacks In Muted Colors
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Pose 1

Proposed No-Fault Bill Could
Lower Premiums For Motorists
from his own insurance company without the need for damage suits and regardless who
was at fault in an accident.
The rate-reduction aspect appears in line with a recent Associated Press poll of legislators indicating that, while they
are indecisive about the nofault system, they emphatically
favor a mandatory rate reduction should it become law.
One trouble in any premium
cut is that since no-fault insurance involved different categories than regular auto insurance, it is like comparing apples and oranges to determine
exactly what coverage should
be reduced 15 per cent.
The committee tried to solve
the problem by specifying that
no-fault include up to 810,000 recovery for medical expenses,
lost wages and the like; uninsured motorist coverage, and
$10,000 recovery per person
maximum per accident, 820,000
for the entire accident and a
$3,000 ceiling for property damage.
In comparison, the normal
coverage these days is much
the same, except that there's a
separate category of medical
payment premiums in accidents if the policy-holder
chooses it.
The main difference is that
medical payments under the
current system have no meaning as far as no-fault is concerned, but under no fault they
are the bulwark of the policy.

FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP —
Some Kentucky motorists could
expect a 15-per cent reduction
in automobile insurance premiums under provisions of a
no-fault insurance bill proposed
Monday.
A no-fault advisory committee proposed that the 15-percent drop in rates be mandatory for some motorists if the
1974 legislature approves nofault auto insurance.
The committee, composed of
lawyers, legislators, insurance
representatives and private
citizens, also endorsed provisions that would:
—Let the mototist choose
whether he wanted a no-fault
policy.
—Require that all motorists
carry insurance—whether nofault or standard liability.
The 15-per-cent reduction
would be required the first year
For standard no-fault policyholders with bodily injury,
uninsured motorist and medical
coverage on a par with the nofault benefits they elect to
adopt.
The reduction would remain
in effect for one year after the
law took effect. Authorities
then would check available statistics to determine whether the
rate should be altered.
The proposed bill would take
effect March 15, 1975.
The 10-member committee
decided to let an individual policy-holder accept or reject nofault, in an effort to remove objections that it is unconstitutional because it restricts
the right to sue.
No-fault insurance basically
provides that a policy-holder
obtains compensation for loss
/coN'T GIVE ME
ANkeTHIN6 FOR.
CHRiSTMA6 MOS
1186
OWNER .

Psychologists' Hope Study
Demonstrates Energy Saving

no-fault, while many insurance
men prefer it.
The committee had to cope
with a state constitutional
hurdle which guarantees the
right of Kentuckians to seek
redress or damages in court. A
strong no-fault measure eliminates this right below a certain
''threshold"—the dividing line
between no-fault and court action.

The committee approached
the constitutional question by
saying that under no-fault anyone using Kentucky highways
will be presumed to have accepted the provisions of the act.
The change allows an exemption if the non-consenting
policy-holder notifies the state
transportation commissioner in
advance.
This would work the same as
the Workmen's Compensation
Act which compensates injured
workers who nonetheless can
sign a written rejection, retaining their right to file suit.
The lawyers on the committee, still opposed to no-fault,
acknowledged the change came
closer to meeting the constitutional objection.
However, they wanted to go
farther and, instead of taking
the negative approach, simply
offer no-fault only to those policy-holders who asked for it.
The committee did not prefile the bill and some members
indicated it might be offered
the first few days of the new
session which begins Jan. 8,
The committee consists of thereby providing a few weeks
four legislators, two attorneys, more for possible additional
two insurance men and two changes in what is certain to
consumers-at-large.
become one of the major conIn general, lawyers don't like troversies during the session.
AU- I WANT tS FOR EVElettNE
ID HAVE PEACE...10,0%Np LINE
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two University of Kentucky
psychologists hope to prove
that people can be encouraged
to reduce their use of energy.
"We hope to find that if you
demonstrate to people that they
can do things more efficiently,
they may continue to do them
that way," said Dr. Michael T.
Nietzel.
During a two-month study to
begin in January, Nietzel and
Dr. Richard A. Winett will examine three of the four ways
people can be persuaded to
save energy.
"It seems to us there are
only four basic ways in which
government policy can proceed
in getting cooperation from
people to save energy," Winett
said. "Voluntary reduction by
citizens, rationing, penalties for
excessive use and incentives
for reduced use."
Nietzel said they will not attempt to study the alternative
of rationing because they cannot simulate the situation.
The psychologists hope to
have about 50 families from the
Lexington-Fayette County area
participating in the study, with
the volunteers' only obligation
to have their gas and elecricity
meters read regularly during
the two-month study.
The only requisite for piirticipating is that the volunteer
have a regular utility bill, Nietzel said.
Using the voluntary approach, some of those in the
study would be given comprehensive information on how
to reduce their use of energy—
by such things as keeping the
freezer full of food, or only run-
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A REAL REMBRANDT
IS WORTH THOUSANDS
AND THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS,

THESE ORIGINAL
OIL PAINTiNGS
MAKE PERFECT
CHRISTmAS
GIFTS
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THE PHANTOM

rung the dishwasher with a full
load.
Using the penalty approach
volunteers would be given the
same information on how to
conserve energy, and in addition would be penalized for not
reducing energy use.
Nietzel envisions using an artificial currency such as tokens,
which people would be told they
could redeem at the end of the
study.
If they did not reduce their
energy consumption each week
by the figure set-10 per cent,

Deadline
On Teacher
Exams Near
About two weeks remain for
prospective teachers who plan
to take the National Teacher
Examinations at Murray State
University Jan. 26, 1974, to
submit their registrations for
the tests.
Robert Rowan, director of
national testing at Murray
State, said registrations for the
examinations must be forwarded so as to reach
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J., not later than
Jan. 3.
"Bulletins of Information"
describing registration
procedures and containing
registration forms may be
obtained
from
the
Measurement
Laboratory,
Room 350, Education Building,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or directly
National
from
Teacher
Examinations, Educational
Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N.J., 08540.
At the one-day test session
a candidate may take the
Common Examinations, which
include tests in professional
general
and
education
education, and one of the 24
Area Examinations designed to
evaluate his understanding of
the subject matter and methods
applicable to the area he may
be Assigned to teach.
Rowan said each candidate
will receive an admission ticket
advising him of the exact
location of the cent to which he
should report.
Candidates for the Common
Examinations will report at
8:30 a.m. on Jan. 26, and should
finish about 12:30 p.m., and
Area Examinations will start at
1:30 p.m. and finish at approximately 4:15 p.m. according to the test schedule set
up by the Educational Testing
Service.
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The
Paducah City Commission was
expected to consider today an
ordinance that would increase
the territory of the city by onethird.
City Manager William Howerton announced Monday that
Use city proposes to annex
three major subdivisions that
would increase the territory
from 12.09 square miles to 16.65
and increase the city's population by about 3,000.
Howerton said the annexation
would be the largest single addition to the city since its
founding in the 1820s.
The ordinance calls for annexation of subdivisions known as
Cherokee Highlands, Conrad
Heights and Jonquilawn, all
south and west of the current
city Ilinits.
After the city passes the ordinance, Howerton said, 30 days
must be allowed for filing of
lawsuits apposing the action.
If the city is successful in attempts to annex the area, the
new territory limits would
probably take effect in next
July, he said.
Howerton said the city expects cost of the annexation to
reach $324,000 in added fire and
police protection and other city
services that would be extended
to the annexed area. However,
he estimated the area would
twin', in _the, same aniourit in
tax revenue and fees.
Mayor Doily McNutt said the
action was triggered by the
need'for the city "to grow and
expand commensurate with development around it.
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Give a color collector print
for Christmas "The Old
Arnett Tobacco Barn." by
J.C. Goodman. May be
seen at Peoples Bank,
Bank of Murray, and Cheri
Theater on Chestnut St

GM Announces Recall
Of 22,000 New Cars
DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors has announced two recall campaigns involving a total of nearly 22,000 new cars to
correct possible defects in
brake and suspension systems.
GM spokesmen also confirmed on Monday that the
automaker is investigating a
charge by consumer advocate
Ralph Nader that many of
GM's large 1974 model cars
have a defect that could cause
loss of steering.
One of the recalls involves
about 12,700 Chevrolet Nova,
Pontiac Ventura, Oldsmobile
Omega and Buick Apollo models. Owners were asked to return the cars to dealers for possible replacement of U-bolts
that help hold chassis springs
to the rear axle.
GM said some of the bolts
are brittle and could break,
causing loss of a spring. That

No Violence
Reported Monday
Against Truckers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
State Police reported no incidents of violence against truckers in Kentucky Monday.
Scattered vandalism to trucks
over the weekend apparently
abated, and no one was injured
in the weekend incidents.
A trucker headed south on Interstate 74 near London, Ky.,
was fired at Sunday night,
causing slight damage to his
rig. Two other truckers said air
lines on their vehicles were
slashed while they were at a
truck stop on 1-75 and Kentucky
80 outside London.
Truck traffic in the London
area was reported "a little below normal" by a State Police
dispatcher Monday, but there
were no further reports of
blocked fuel pumps.
Several drivers said they
were fired on Saturday in the
London Corbin area, and a
driver reported a shooting incident on 1-64 near Ashland Saturday night, according to Lt.
Col. James Mayes of the State
Police.

could make the rear axle move
backward, pulling the parking
brake cable and locking both
rear wheels, GM said.
Owners were advised to avoid
rapid stops and starts until any
problem is fixed.
GM said the other recall involves about 9,200 standard
Chevrolet station wagons assembled at the Tarrytown,
N.Y., plant.
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Route 4
Murray, Ky. 42071
CARPET SALE all during the
month of December, Hughes
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street,
Murray, Kentucky.

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only

ha
fo
As

10 percent oil all Refunded
GOOOS
Open till 7 00 P AA

Two Tennessee men have
been arrested on charges of
armed robbery in connection
with the robbery of an elderly
Graves County grocer near
Wingo Saturday night.
Ead Balorck, 21, Tunes,
Tenn., and Robert Avent, 20,
South Fulton, Tenn., were
arrested early Sunday in
Fulton, according to State
Police Detective William R.
Herman, and lodged in the
Graves County jail here.
Leonard Mullins, owner of a
grocery on Ky. 58 near Wingo,
was robbed of approximately
$2,000 by two masked men about
7 p.m. Saturday.
Mullins told authorities he
locked his grocery and was
walking to his aut trilobite when
he was accosted by two masked
men, armed with a sawed-off
shotgun, and a pistol, who
demanded his money.
He said the pair took approximately $2,000 which he had
in a box and fled in an old model
blue-and-white Chevrolet
automobile.
Most of the money taken in
the robbery has been recovered-,
Herman said.
Herman said Balorck and
Avent were arrested on the
basis of tips and cooperation
with
law
enforcement
authorities in Graves County
Obion County, Tenn., and
Fulton and South Fulton police.
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Uprights— 13.5 Cu. Ft.
15.5 Cu. Ft.
18 Cu. Ft.
Chests.
15 and 21 Cu. Ft.
WESTERN AUTO
405 Maple
753-3864

3. Card Of Thanks

EMP
Avon
Avon
ralli
DYk
tuckn

We are grateful for the many
kind and thoughtful acts extended by everyone in the past
week. A special thanks to the
staff of the cardiac ward,
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital, the Seventh and Poplar
Church.of Christ, Brother, and
the wonderful singers of that
church, the pallbearers and the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
We also extend special thanks to
the many friends and neighbors
for their thoughtfulness, the food,
flowers and their many other
kind expressions of sympathy
and consolation.
May God bless each and
everyone of you.
The Roy B. Moody Family.
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks and appreciation to our
friends, relatives and neighbors
for the flowers, food, cards and
other expressions of sympathy.
during the passing of our dear
mother and rrandmother, Mrs.
Nera Hart.
We would like to thank the
Professional Ambulance Service,
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr.
Marquardt, the nurses in the
intensive care unit of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital, to the
Max Churchill Funeral Home,
Mrs. Leslie Dalton, the organist
Mrs. Onedia White, Rev. Terry
Sills
and
Lawson
Rev.
Williamson for their kind service
and words of comfort.
Children and Grandchildren of
Mrs. Nera Hart.

5. Lost And Found
LOST ADULT female German
Shepherd, black with white trim.
Please call the Palace 753-7992,
ask for Ginny or Mae.
1,0ST BLONDE male collie,
answers to name of Prince,
vicinity College Farm Road. 753-

LOST MALE Irish Setter, about
eight months old in vicinity
of
North 14th Street and
Hughes
Avenue. Reward offered. Phone
753-5688 or 753-0972.
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18. Articles For Sale

22. Modal

:- Acciroams:ir.:4?
23. Exterminating
Sale
For

home 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday and afternoons begin at
2:30, from January 2 to April 16.
Light housework. Must furnish
and
own
transportation
references. Phone 753-6251.

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pes
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets tugs have their way."

Stained and leaded glass
lamp shades for sale. No
plastic. Can be seen at
Glass
Wallis Stained
Route I. Murray or call 4892613.

"WANTED-TWO Sales Consultants who want to earn $300 to
;400 per week starting after the
holidays. Successful sales experience necessary. Married.
This may be your opportunity of a
lifetime. Dial for an appointment, 60 AMP trailer pole, 975.00. Sears
Paducah 443-4594."
1 HP multi-stage pump and all
accessories, $150.00. Used five
months. Call collect 615-387-2497.
LADY OR couple to live with
elderly lady. Phone 436-5890 or MOBILE HOMES underpenned
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.

FULL OR part time-Electrolux
now open for sales and service
personnel-be smart and starMAYTAG WASHER and dryer,
ft$$$$$. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
avocado, approximately 1 year
r: ne Paducah 443-6469. Equal
old. Good condition. $200.00 or
opportunity employer.
best offer. Phone 753-1414 before
5:00 p.m.

FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 7534147, or 436-2390.
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
Blue Lustre. Rent Electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.

16. Home Furnishings

e4
y 42071

all during the
nber, Hughes
Maple Street,
t.

r Ward

tnut
lay °nit'
II Returned

700 PM

I,

another
WIZARD

5 Cu. Ft.
5 Cu. Ft.
8 Cu. Ft.
ad 21 Ca. Ft.
AUTO

Pie

CROCHETED ANIMALS and
dolls. Give that special child a
special gift. Phone 753-4474.

TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. Williethey last, custom premium 78
polyester 4 ply white wall. Road
•• hazard and defective material
•
•
•00000•
•
•
•
OOOOO•
• guaranteed.
OFFICE POSITION
E713x14" or 15"-$14.82 4- $2.23
Operating
Credit &
• 1.78x14 or 15"--$15.39 + $2.37
Assistant
a G78x14" or 15-$16.36 + $2.80
•
1178x14" or 15-.$17.51 + 23.01
Female
I in the old ice plant building)•
•
,178x- or 15"-$18.11 + $3.01.
Goodyear service store
•
I:78x- or 15"-$18.88 + $3.31
• South 4th St. Murray, Ky. •
•
has a permanent position
• Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass
Commercial carpet
•
•
• belted 78 series. white wall. Road
for a Credit & Operating
sq. yd. Installed • h a z a r d and defective material
$3.99Kitchen
Assistant. Excellent salary
Print
•
iguaranteed.
paid weekly. Applicant
F.78x14" or 15-$15.51 + $2.31
$4.99 sq. yd. Installed
must have high school
• F78x14" or 15-416.12 + $2.50
Truck load every week
22.73
education and successful
• G713x14" or 15"-$17.26 4• No lob too small or too • H78x14" or 15"-$18.90 + $2.96
work experience in Credit.
•
• L78- or 15" - 219.60 + $3.31
large.
• Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibGoodyear benefits in- •
•••••••.,
clude paid vacations, free
erglass belted or nylon. Road hazhospitalization and inJUST LIKE new Sears Coldspot ard and defective material guaranteed.
surance plus a pension
refrigerator-freezer, 17.1 cubic F70x14" or 15"-31750 + 22.81
maker,
program. Reply in person
ice
automatic
foot,
G70x14" or 15-418.54 -4- $2.68
to the Goodyear Service
reversable doors. Still in H70x14" or 15"-$19.80 - $3.09
Wide 60 series raised white letStore, S. 12th la Glendale,
warranty. Avocado green. Owner ters.
Road hazard and defective
753-2715
Phone
Murray,Ky. No phone calls
$150.00.
moving.
materials guaranteed.
please.
(no Friday night or Saturday G60x14" or 15"---$19.13 + $2.811
L60x14" or 15"-$33.52 + $3.49
calls.)
Roy Byrd,
Mud and snow tires, white wall.
Road hazard and defective maStore Manager
terial guaranteed.
F78x14" or 15"-$14.4l + 22.53
-I
G78x14" or 15"-$15.13 + $2.60
1-178x14"
or 15"-$16.17 + 22.73
Christmas
VACUUM
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse, KIRBY
L78xI4" or 15"-417.18 -4- $3.13
and
hose
free
receive
Special)
Avon can help fill both. Start an
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road
the purchase of :iazard and defective materials
Avon business of your own by attachments with
upright through Dec. guaranteed.
calling or writing Mrs. Glenda a new Kirby
$40.00. Phone 753-0359, FR70x14" or 15"-$34.70 -4- $2.88
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Ken- 31. Save
GR7Crx14" or 15-436.31 + $3.06
ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
tucky, 443-3366.
Buller,
Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd
LR70x14" or 15--$39.47 + $3.70
or stop by and see 8 new or Truck tires Road hazard and defective material guaranteed.
rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
Highway tread.
670x15.-6 ply - $13.37 + 82.40
INSURANCE: NEW mobile
700x15-6 ply - $16.55 + $2.80
home coverage to qualified risk,
low
deductible,
TiTi(ck
n
16-43
tirepsl,y tortio
n .48
- $2°
type+
. Hoed
with or without
rates, excellent claim service. $100 FREE FABRIC with pur- hazard and defective material
guaranteed.
When you see me, don't think of chase of the Singer Golden Touch
your 6703(15-4 Ply - $17.63 4- 0.89
insurance, but when you think of and Sewing machine with
700x15-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33
can
terms
East
cabinet.
of
choice
insurance see me. Harding
750x16-8 Ply - $2578 + $4.12
Singer
local
ROBY SALES. Highway 68
Galloway Insurance & Realty, be arranged at your
Renton, Ky
Sewing Center, Bel Air Shopping
phone 753-5842.

•
• Discount
•
• Carpet Center

17. Vacuum Cleaners
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Volkswagon
LATE MODEL
from original Owner. Phone 7539773.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
Jim Gibson 489-2125 after 5:00
p.m.
FIREWOOD-cut to order
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.

43. Resit***

48. Homes For Sale

4aftwW1.91

27. Mobile Home

Rol

36. For Rent Or Lease

111111111111111111111111M

Water furnished. Phone 753-2377. MALE DACHSHUND, three
2 miles from
/
years old, red. Also 8 week old ON LARGE lot 11
Murray on 94 East, we have a
Phone
wormed.
and
shots
boxer,
trailer,
12' x 50' TWO bedroom
three bedroom brick for only
natural gas. Located at Shady 753-0330 after 5:00 p.m..
ROBERTS
Phone
$20,000.
Oaks. Phone 753-9867.
MINIATURE POODLE,12 weeks REALTY 12th & Sycamore, 753old. Would make nice Christmas 1651
MOBILE HOME for rent or sale,
gift. Phone 436-5573.
up
set
12' x 60', two bedrooms,
TWO BEDROOM house in
Arid underpenned at Riviera
Kirksey. Call 527-7878.
Courts. Rent $125.00 per month
plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.

OPENING

• ARADISE
KENNELS

753-41 06

20. Sport Equipment

bat*

22. Musical

nu rIT.,01111(1 5dLKS
• a . roust be. awe toini IIt ' - Apply in the morning to Ted Delaney

32. Ariartgageent

Ledger 81 Times
103 N 4th

MOVING SALE; White electric
range, $85.00; portable dishwasher, Frigidaire-white, maple
cutting board top, $85.00. Phone
74-646

0
'

'0 24.Tiatali4
P

FURNISHED APARTMENT, all
electric, one bedroom. Available
December 16. Water and trash
.11 or
lic1, !hone 75318
.
pick up ps,

FOR SALE
By owner, Three bedroom
brick house, 1203 Melrose .
Fully carpeted, central heat
and air, 11
2 baths. Phone 753/
3387 for appointment.
BARGAIN HOME or Income
Rental property, five bedrooms
and full basement on corner lot
for $15,000 is sold this month. See
at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
753-9773. May finance at bank
rate with reasonable down
payment, or will consider trade
for Mobile Home, car, Truck,
tractor, or other personal
property.

SPECIAL
December 19 through ChristmasGrade School - High School - College Students
Only

3 Games $ 1 25
Free Shoe Rental
Hours: 9-5
I CLOSED WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 19,
.roi 513.m..to
fto

I
-

7534537

CLEAN ATTRACTIVE, furnished apartment, near campus,
19" color TV sets, new, 199.95. couple prefered. Will consider
Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky two boys, no children, or pets.
Call after 5:00 p.m. 753-1817
42071

;
,
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29 Mobile Home Rentals

CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
away! Let Avon help you make
holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn
Rent electric shampooer $1.00. Phone 753-5311.
extra cash-and it's easy and
Western Auto, home of "Wishing
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
Well Gift Shop."
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
42001,443-3366.
APARTMENTS,
rebuilding. Prompt service.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue FURNISHED
Rebuilt piano for sale. Ben Dyer, Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's electric heat, one or two
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for
Apart753-8911.
super! Rent electric shampooer bedrooms. Zimmerman
that special person. Pen and ink
753Street,
16th
South
ments,
involved.
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
portrait, no sitting
6609.
Priced for anyone's budget. MUSIC LESSONS: Band in- Points.
guitar,
piano,
struments,
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00 p.m.
beginning violins, Experienced GIRL'S CLOTHES, sizes 12-14 EXTRA NICE large two bedroom
FIREWOOD CUSTOM cut, teachers with masters degree. sub-teems, dresses, slacks, slack unfurnished apartment, adjacent
for
delivered. Phone 436-2353.
sets, and coats. Also 3 bicycles. to M.S.U. campus. Ideal
Phone 753-1470.
faculty members.- Phone days
Phone 753-1338.
ftll\IIMAIIIIVILIWIL'IL111011.11y11
,
VILILNIIIALM.1\111.1111:40
753-4342 or nights 753-4978.

!
P,
!
P

45.,:f#11A4114111

UP TO $100 off certain floor
model Singer Touch and Sew
Professional grooming by
Machines with cabinet. Three
Barbara Snyder
only to sell at this fantastic
- years experience le pet
reduction. Model 758 in Maple,
and show grooming
walnut or fruitwood consoles. POLAROID CAMERA, like new,
Fox
Pick up and delivery a
Murray Sewing Center, your with carrying case and other COACH ESTATES and
Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
your door.
local Singer dealer. Open until 9 extras. Phone 753-0490.
South 16th Street. Residential
nights, 1-6 Sunday.
area, natural gas hook ups
SAMPLE LINE toys and )(nick
available. Spaces from $27.50.
knacks, 15 to 50 per cent off,
Phone 753-3855.
Tuesday and Wednesday, phone
FOUR 2 year old male beagle
753-0224.
MIJST SELL pontoon boat for
hounds. Good gun dogs Phone
pleasure boat, duck blind or boat
753-811110.
CARPETS AND life too can be
docks. $375.00. Phone 753-9349.
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. CLEAN UP shop near Midway

0
0
e Help Needed0
1Part-Tim
0
As Of The First Of The ear
0
0
di

,

49. Used Cars & Truck.

HOUSE TRAILER for rent or
WOOD FOR sale also will buy s sale. 10' x 56' two bedrooms,
standing timber. Call 753-4147 or electric heat, gas cook stove.
489-2417.
Water furnished. $75.00 per
month or take over payments. 1/4
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone mile from city limits on Highway
435-3251.
121. Phone 753-7143.

Center.

and

51. Services Offered

48. Attomotivir

=eS

FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phon
753-8410 after 5:00 p.m.

46. Homes For Sale

AXC REGISTERED Doberman FOUR BEDROOM home sets on
ELECTRICIAN.
Pinscher pups. For information one acre in country with garage. LICENSED
getting those
trouble
Having
call 492-8491 after 5 p.m.
All in good condition, only $9,500.
Ernest
MOFFITT REALTY, 763-3697. small jobs done? Call
753-0605.
White,
A/CC REGISTERED Toy poodle
2
puppies. WW hold till Christmas.
Phone 7534379.
SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS, baked
COMPLETE RADIATOR service on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
and heater repair. Sholar Auto years. For free detailed estimate
Repair, 209 South 7th Street. phone Atkins Gutter service,
Phone 753-1751.
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
150 ACRES located southeast of
Murray, mostly timber but about
BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
60 acres tillable, partially fenced.
MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597 1973 CORVETTE Coupe, am-fm, end special--2 car garage, as low
350, automatic, all power and as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
GUY SPANN REALTY for all
options, leather trim, only 3,500 additions. For the price, you
your needs. We handle all types
miles (like new) , Call Dan can't afford to wait. Phone
of Real Estate. We need listings.
Mayfield collect 247-7672.
Thomas, 522-8106, Cadiz, Ky.
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore,
Murray
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
1967 NEW Yorker Crysler,
(old ice plant). Complete
power seats, steering and brakes.
and
repairs,
remodeling
Air conditioned, good condition.
Res u S PS OS -.so nr.,
doors,
forcabinets,
paneling,
o I,71 no U.nool ,••••ro• Wootbooft loo
Phone 753-1651 or 753-5583 after 5.
,
2 -4
mica work, finish carpentry,
TWO FARMS. Phone 435-3173.
or
T1 WA5 THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS,
1968 BUICK Special, 71,000 miles, contracting. Phone 7534124
HUM,HUM , HUM, WHEN ALL , HUM, HUH,THROUGH
753-0790
nights.
gas
and
oil
on
good
door,
four
THE, HUM, HUM,HUM,HUM --mileage, automatic, 9900.00. 767- GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home on 4406 after 5:00 p.m.
seamless gutters installed per
large lot at Panorama Shores,
your specifications. Call Larry
completely furnished and offers
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
ROOMS,
electric
SLEEPING
-fl,
V
1959,
used,
FORD
TRUCK
IcLEARANCEs̀- Sale G.E. por1200 square feet of living area.
heat,
entrance,
1-ton pickup, new tires. Good estimate.
Private
table Cassette Yecorder players.
MOFFITT REALTY, 763-3597.
WHILE THEY LAST!
refrigerator,
Zimmerman
condition. Phone 436-5392.
Sale
Reg
Apartments, S. 16th Street. LOCATED AT 313 S. 10th Street,
and
RESTORED
BIBLES
Price Price
Model
Phone 753-6609.
Charity,
we have this six room frame 1968 BUICK Special, four door, repaired.
United
s39.95 $25.88
M-8433
house in excellent condition for Good on oil and gas mileage, Mayfield Kentucky, P.O. Box 611,
$3995 229.88
M-841.5
$42.95 $35.88 NEATLY FURNISHED one or $16,000. Contact ROBERTS automatic, $900.00. Phone 767- Phone 247-3215.
M-8445
$4495 $32.88 two bedroom apartment. May be
M-8450
REALTY, 12th & Sycamore, 753- 4408.
$3195 $3999
M-8455
$5995 $4788 seen at Kelly's Pest Control, 1651.
M-8460
JERRY'S REFINISHING
located 100 South 13th Street.
RUBY SALES
GALAXIE-1964, $250.00. & Custom Built furniture, 6 miles
FORD
HIGHWAY 68 BE.NTON KY
LOCATED ON College Farm Phone 753,5447 after 5:00 p.m.
south of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy owner, 442-8837.
FOR sub lease, Road is this three bedroom brick
APARTMENT
19" TELEVISION, Zenith,
one lady or a couple. Phone 753- house with FHA 6 per cent loan DATSUN-1972, vinyl top, hieportable with telescope antenna.
which is transferable. Payments tory air, 26,000 miles Minor body SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
0416 after 2:30 p.m.
Phone 753-4416.
$132.00 per month including taxes work needed. $1925.00. 753-8252 after 5:00 p.m.
and insurance. $21,500 full price.
DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot,
Possession with deed. Contact VOLKSWAGEN-1964,
with WILL GLAZE and simonize any
$20.00 per month. Water and FURNISHED ROOMS for men or ROBERTS REALTY 12th & radio. Phone 753-7856 or after car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429
included, women. Available immediately. Sycamore, 753-1651.
pickup
garbage
5:00 p.m. 436-2147
Lakeway Mobile Home Court. 1626 Hamilton.
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
753-8216 after 5.00 p.m
FOR SALE
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent basements, ready to live in if
Brick home on large lot. 90 x
condition, will sacrifice. Phone wanted, garages, patios,
315'. back yard fully fenced,
at 809 Olive St near Middle
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00 sidewalks, retaining
walls
and shopping
DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot, School, 6college
p.m.
driveways, etc. Also backhoe
center bedroom, 2' 2 baths,
large den and kitchen, for
MOBILE HOME 10'x.50', two 920.00 per month. Water and
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
included, mat living room & dining
pickup
bedrooms. Priced 1;2,400.00 or garbage
basement
Full
room.
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox [Amway Mobile Home Court. finished to play room and
kitchen. Basement wall 10"
753-8216 after 5:00.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Meadows.
concrete-outside
poured
Having trouble getting those FREE KITTENS, 8 weeks old,
sub
beam
I
Steel
entrance
structure, gas & electric heat
small jobs done" Call Ernest long hair, part calico. Phone 753and air conditioning Plaster
White 753-0605
3273
walls interior Must see to
EAR CORN. Jap seed. Also
appreciate -- Immediate
CONDITIONER-12,000
AIR
pigs.
possession
registered yorkshire feeder
BTU,less than 6 months old, still
Ralph McCuistort- 753-4417
Phone 435-3173.
under warranty. $203.00 Phone
BARGAIN HOME or Income
753-0930 after 5:00 p.m
Rental property, five bedrooms
and full basement on corner lot
BOXER PUPS, AKC registered, for $15,000 if sold this month. See
MOBILE HOME furnished or fawn with white. Phone Paris, at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
753-4773. May finance at bank
unfurnished. $125.00 per month Tennessee 901-642-9142.
rate with reasonable down
plus deposit. Phone 753-9961.
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies payment, or will consider trade
Black. for Mobile Home, car, truck,
NEW TWO bedroom mobile for sale, Predominately
Phone 753-0182.
tractor or other personal
home, all electric, carpeted,
property.
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 per month.

111

24. Miscellaneous

I

'38. Pets - Supplies

Another View

live FIREWOOD FOR Sale, Call 753WANTED SOMEONE to
LUDWIG DRUM set, blue tinted
with elderly lady. Do light 4147 or 489-2417.
clear. New condition, but much
housework. Phone 435-5771 after
cheaper. Phone 753-7832.
AFGHANS,
CROCHETED
4:00 p.m.
baby's and large. Barbie doll
dresses, capes, shorts and tops. S. LEAR ANCE SALE G E. Record
Pla)ers
WANTED Phone 753-8982 after 6:00 p.m.
HOUSEKEEPER
Reg. Sale
and
Sunday).
except Saturday
Price Price
%
$18.95 >16.68
\'1 `.,
1'1-71'11
Pay good. Must furnish own RUMMAGE SALE Saturday,
934.95 $24.811
V-639
transportation. Phone 753-1836. Dec. 8, American Legion Hall.
S4-1.95 88
$55
V-936
Truck loadvall must go from 8 til
$59.95 $47 88
946
2.
$79.95 $5988
T-361
WANTED MATURE woman to
RORY SALES
HIGHWAY 0 BENTON. KY
keep school age children in my

436-5875.

xl man

75'916

•
•
•44W
•

toityktPaw

yes
'ains

Ca

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main

Ph. 753-2202

Court Square, Murray

Ph. 753-1713
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Manned Space Flight
Launched By Russians

Deaths and Burley Prices
Funerals Down Again

LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) —
Burley tobacco prices slipped
again on Kentucky markets
MondaY, with buyers paying an
average of 892.82 per hundred
pounds on 7,478,363 pounds
traded.
totaled
sales
Gross
$6,941,762.83, according to state
Bruce Ferguson of New Agriculture Department figConcord died this morning at ures.
The price on the final day of
five o'clock at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, He sales last week was an average
$93.09 per hundred on volume
was 84 years of age.
of 7,19'7,369 pounds.
The deceased was prececed in
Lexington recorded sales of
death by his wife, Mrs. Carrye 913,942 pounds Monday, for an
Ferguson in 1953. He was em- average of $94.08 per hunployed as a guard at the State dredweight. Monday's high
Penitentiary, Eddyville, from price was set at Carrollton,
1933 to 1955, and was a member where $94.51 was the average
of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free per hundred on a volume of
and Accepted Masons.
696,994 pounds.
The low was at Henderson,
Mr. Ferguson is survived by
Vida where 11,012 pounds brought an
Mrs.
sister,
one
Shackelford. He was born April average of $82.59.
Tobacco prices held steady in
27, 1889, and was the son of the
late Dick Ferguson and Eliza burley auctions across the
Miller Ferguson.
eight-state burley belt, according to the Federal-State Market
Funeral services will be held News Service.
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Select baskets of choice and
chapel of the J.H. Churchill fine brought $99, but quality
Funeral Home with Rev. L.L. was off slightly, with larger
Jones officiating. Burial will be amounts of fair and low grades
in the New Concord Cemetery. and less good to choice being
Masonic rites will be con- offered.
Volume of sales was light,
ducted tonight (Tuesday) at
seven p.m. at the funeral home the service said, and many
where friends may call after markets will recess for the holidays prior to the official closing
three p.m. today.
date of Dec. 20.

Bruce Ferguson
Dies Today At
Local Hospital

Terrorists...
(Cautimied from Page 1)
said they will be released within a few hours."
The radio report quoted the
hijackers as saying all the hostages were ''safe."
An Italian government
spokesman said the officials of
his embassy in Athens believed
"the report of five dead hostages is a bluff."
A Lufthansa official also said,
"It- is possible that the number
is a bluff, though we would not
like to claim it with certainty."
In Athens, the plane's Dutch
pilot, Capt. Joe Kroese, had
told airport authorities his copilot was dead. Later, Lufthansa
said the copilot was alive and
that a member of the ground
crew in Damascus had spoken
to him.
The hijackers' victims included at least 30 persons aboard a
Pan American World Airways
jet they firebombed on the runway at Rome's Fiumicino airport early Monday afternoon
and an Italian policeman they
shot and killed during a fusillade at the airport.
At least half the fatalities in
Rome were believed to be
Americans.

presents Murray
MATCHING CONTRIBUTION: Lindy Can, left, Murray restaurant operator,
to the
his
as
contribution
$1,000
for
a
with
check
Curris
W.
Constantine
State University President
contribution by
university's 1974 Century Club scholarship campaign. Can's gift matched a similar
These are the largest
the new Murray State president Friday night as the campaign was launched.
is
per membership.
$160
contribution
usual
the
as
club
the
of
history
32-year
the
in
gifts ever received

Lindy Carr Matches Curris'
$1,000 Gift To Century Club

Congress . . .
(C.intissed from Page 1)
To clear the way for Saxbe's
appointment, Conpess earlier
passed legislation rolling back
the attorney general's salary to
$35,000 from the $60,000 to
which it was increased in 1969.
However, Sen. Sam J. Ervin
Jr., 1)-NC., and others maintained Saxbe was still disqualified. They cited a constitutional ban on the appointment of a Congress member
during his elected term to an
office for which the salary had
been increased.
Saxbe told the Senate after
the vote he realized some of his
colleagues had genuine reservations about the constitutionality
of his appointment, but he said
he believes it will withstand a
court test.
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich.,
and others said they are confident that if the White House
tries to exert any pressure on
Leon Jaworski, the new Watergate prosecutor, Saxbe "will resist and resist publicily."
Saxbe, 57, a former Ohio attorney general, vowed at the
hearings to fight for Jaworski's
right "to proceed as he sees
fit" in carrying out the Watergate investigation.

Not to be outdone by the
president of Murray State
University, Lindy Can, owner
and operator of the Palace
Restaurant at Five Points, has
contributed $1,000 to the
Alumni
University
Association's 1974 Century
Club.
This brings to $2,000 the
amount contributed to date in
the association's annual Century Club fund campaign to
provide $500 scholarships for
outstanding high school seniors
enrolling at the university next
fall.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president of the university
launched the campaign Friday
with a $1,000 contribution, the
largest gift ever made in the 34year history of the Century
Club. Last year 16 scholarships
were provided to deserving,
qualified high school seniors
confrom Century Club
tributions.
Can, a native of Kennett,
Mo., and who built the
restaurant in 1966. had this to

say when he presented his the students.
"When you consider that our
$1,000 check to the Murray State
business is 'nickel and dime'
president Monday:
"What success we have en- business, you can readily see
joyed since opening for business that we deeply appreciate and
in 1966, we owe to the students, are very grateful for the
faculty and staff at Murray students at Murray State. Our
State University. We have been contribution to the Century Club
very fortunate in enjoying a is an expression of that apwarm, close relationship with preciation," he added.

New Free Speech
Course Scheduled

Stock leferiet
Prices of stacks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T. & T.
Boise C.accade
Can. Motors
(en.Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union

16% -1%
842
72% +4
49% +71
13% +%
47% -44
13% UNC
15 +%
20% +lis
19%
4
1
29 -/
5T -%
12% +%

A new course in free speech
will be offered on Thursday
evenings during the spring
semester at Murray State
University for undergraduate
and graduate students.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications, said the class will
meet on the third floor of Wilson
MI from 6 to 9 p.m. each
Thursday beginning Jan. 10.
Dr. Jerry W. Mayes, instructor of speech, will be the
teacher for the course, which is
numbered Speech 505 and
carries three semester hours of
credit.
"I feel that many pre-law,
history and political science
students may wish to take this
course," said Mayes, who wrote
his dissertation in the area of
free speech, concentrating on
cases which came before
Supreme Court Justice Hugo
Black.
Students may register for the
course from 8:15 a.m. to noon on
Saturday, Jan. 5, during the
night and Saturday class
registration, or during the
regular registration periods,
Jan. 74.

Fenton . . .
iCoatimied tram Page 1)
of Kansas City, Mo. the police
said.
The Knoxville police report
said Crouch was traveling in the
right lane going west bound
when Fenton cut in front very
close to his truck. Crouch said
he swerved to the left to avoid
hitting Fenton, but said Fenton
cut back in front. The police
said Crouch told them he
swerved to the right but was
unable to avoid colliding with
the motorcycle
Fenton was thrown off his
motorcycle in the impact, the
Knoxville police said. The
motorcycle was demolished and
damage was reported to the
guard rail and to the grass on
the median, according to the
police report.
The driver of the truck,
Crouch, was reported not injured and was able to drive his
tractor trailer away which was
reported damaged only on the
left front.
The body of young Fenton is
being returned to Murray by
airplane and the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will have charge
of the arrangements.
Fenton was born in 1955 and
attended St. Mary's High
School, Paducah, and Murray
HighnSchool. He was a member
of St. Leo's Catholic Church and
a former member of Boy Scout
Troop 73.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Fenton; his
grandparents, Harry Fenton,
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
E.F. Call of Charlotte, N.C.;
Alai&
their
(Frances) Haug of Des Loge,'
W., SUM Becky- Fenton' kid
Miss Kathy Fenton, both of
Murray; two brothers, Ed
Fenton, Jr., and Jimmy Fenton,
both of Murray.

"We are deeply grateful to
Palace
the
and
Lin,iy
Restaurant for this fine
demonstration of support for
Murray State's scholarship
program, " Dr. Curris said in
accepting the contribution.
personal
great
-The
satisfaction derived from
Century Club membership can
measured only in the
be
realization that mankind is
being served through the
development of the young
people of our region."
Having been expanded this
year to a 200-seat capacity, the
Palace serves approximately
2,000 Murray State students per
day, Can pointed out, adding
that more than 15,000 cups of
coffee are consumed there by
the students each week.

MOSCOW ( AP) — The Soviet
Union today launched its second manned space flight in
three months on an earth orbital test mission of the redesigned Soyuz spacecraft.
The government news agency. Tess, said Soyuz 13,
launched from the Soviet cosmodrome at 13aikonur on the
central Asian steppe of Kazaithstan at 2- 55 pm, was
manned by two rookie cosmonauts.
Air Force Maj. Pyotr Klimuk, 31, was in command of
the spacecraft. His flight engineer was identified as Valentin
Lebedev, 31, who joined the
Cosmonaut corps last year.
It was the first manned mission since Sept. 27 when the
new Soyuz vehicle made a twoday maiden flight after undergoing a major overhaul and redesign. This followed the June
1971 disaster that killed three
cosmonauts aboard the Soyuz
11 craft.
Tass said the "cosmonauts
feel fine. The systems on board
function smoothly."
Klirnuk was identified as a
test pilot and Lebedev as an
aviation designer with experience building new space
equipment and vehicles.
The September Soyuz mission
also was manned by a test pilot
and space designer.
Moscow radio said Klimuk
has been a member of the Soviet cosmonaut team since 1965.
began
Lebedev apparently
training for the space flights
last year after playing a major

Agreement Reported
At Mayfield Plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
tenative agreement in a 16week strike at the General Tire
Company in Mayfield was announced jointly today by the
company and the Rubber Workers Union.
President George Miller of
Local 665 said a ratification
vote was set for Wednesday
night at Mayfield.
Workers went on strike
Aug.31. The plant since has operated on a limited basis.
4,7k
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role in redesigning the new Soyuz craft.
Tass gave few details of today's launch. It said the mission was "in conformity with
the program of exploring nearearth space," indicating the
craft would remain in earth orbit.
The flight clearly appeared to
be another test run for the
modified Soyuz in preparation
for a Soviet-American SoyuzApollo space flight planned for
1975.
Official announcements said
the two cosrnonauts were maintaining stable radio and television contact with the Soviet
ground control center.

One Fatality Is
Reported, Area,
In Accidents
Thirty-four traffic accidents
were investigated by the
Kentucky State Police in the
Post One area during the week
of December 10 to 16, according
to Sgt. Walker Adcox of the
local post.
One fatality, Richard Lee
Greer, age 21, of Calvert City
Route Two, was reported in the
traffic accidents. Greer died at
the Benton Hospital Sunday at
8:4 pin. after suffering injuries in the accident on US.
Highway 641 2.6 miles north of
Benton at 7:56 p.m. Sunday. His
car collided with a car driven by
Dennis Ray English, age 18, of
Benton Route Seven, who was
treated at the hospital and
released.
Sgt. Adcox said this brings the
total fatalities in this area for
this year to 73 as compared to 80
at this time last year. Twelve
persons were injured in the
thirty-four traffic accidents
investigated, the police said.
Curing the past week the
State Police issued 202 traffic
citations, made thirteen arrests
for driving while intoxicated,
issued 174 written warnings,
investigated ten crimal cases,
made six criminal arrests, and
safety
seven
presented
education programs to schools
and civic organizations.
•
se.
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Melissa Trevathan

Melissa Trevathan
Receives Masters
At Southwestern
Miss Melissa Trevathan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Trevathan, South 16th Street,
Murray, received her Master of
Religious Education degree at
Baptist
Southwestern
Theological Seminary, Fort
Worth, Texas, on Friday,
December 14,
The Murray graduate has
been named as youth director of
the Irrunanuel Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tenn., a position she
been engaged in on
has
weekends since the summer
months.
Miss Trevathan received her
Bachelor of Science degree
from Murray State University
with majors in speech and
English. She has served as
youth director at First Baptist, Murray, First Baptist,
Calvert City, and College
One Baptist Church, Fort
Worth, Texas. The Murrayan
has also served as program
director for "Youth Styles
Ministry," organizations.
Mr. and Mrs. Trevathan went
by airplane to Fort Worth to
their
attend
daughter's
graduation on Friday.
MASTER MASONS
Master Masons and their
wives will have a "dutch treat"
dinner on Thursday, December
20, at seven p.m. at Seven Seas,
formerly Captain's Kitchen,
located on U.S. Highway 641
North.
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The Murray Downtown Merchants
Invite You To Shop
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ACCORVAITZ "C"
145 6410 sold
Clumpiert• dial

The technology In the
Buiove ACCUqUerti watch
Is mind-boggling.
It moans owning a watch
Of exquisite accuracy,
that's light and corn.
fortable and something
people think is just
wonderful.
If anyone asks, just say
Its accuracy is controlled
by a high precision
quartz crystal vibrating
at 32.768 cycles
per second Incredible'
Come In, we'll show you
all the styles From 8200
We'll even explain how
it works

Visit Santa in his house on the
Court House yard.
3:30-5:30 Monday-Friday
1:00-5:00 Saturday

(Watch shown actual size.)

East Side Court Square,
Murray
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